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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST II, 1902

VOLUME 16

Ing features of the entire gathering.
There is a spirited contest on for the
office of supreme chief of the supreme
Big Parade at Salt Lake on VVed net-temple. In succession to Mrs. Dell
day.
Phillips Glazier of Fort Madison. Iowa.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 11.
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San Francisco.
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annual grand lodge session and re
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,
business of the meeting will relate to
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of Iowa, and the other offi
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FAIR SECRETARY RETURNS.
LAKE. cers have established
ELKS IN SALT
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FREIGHT TRAIN WRECKED.
the insurance branch of the order, of
headquarters MYSTERIOUS MURDERS IN CHICAGO.
secretary.
which Vrs. Qulnlan is the
and have been busy all day receiving
Collision en Pennsylvania Road and
This position has given her a widethe thousa;ds of the "best people on
Elock- Freight Train Burned.
County Commissioners at Denver on spread acquaintance, and her friends Insurgents Havi Estaillshsi
Large Class of Naval Cadets to be earth," who have leen pouring in from relght Train Badly Wrecked on the
count Upon it for her success when the
Harrisburg, Pa., Ang. 11. The first
every direction. Among the early ar
ade at Caps Hajflsa.
balloting begins for supreme chief.
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from
section of the express trafn on the
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ATTEMPT TO BURN PEORIA.
ed to arrive here tomorrow and check
near the Dock street tower in this city
middle west arrived yesterday and
the accounts of the local freight efflce
spent the clay viewing the sights of
this morning. Seven freight cars were
tnd make an official transfer of the
e
Port Au Prince! Aug. 11. A corre
.official
Copenhagen, Aug.
the city and vicinity. By midnight to
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 11.
Shenandoah,
Pa.. Aug. 11. "Ex- - broken and burned, but the Pullman
duties of cashier from Harry Myers spondent of the Associated Press vis- composing
sleepers,
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exhibition,
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Press
it
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that
In-remely quiet" was the tenor of all
Twenty-fiv- e
to J. W. Jack, Mr. Myers successor.
thousand members of the
Petit Ooave yesterday and found
fewer than 20,000 visitors will be in
here today from broken. No passengers were hurt. The opened here on June 14, prints a letter Mr. Funston comes, from Topeka and lted town
order of the Knights of Pythias, about the city. The preparations for their fromation received
entirely" destroyed, there bethe
engineer
escaped.
reply
to
Most from Thomas A. Edison in
surrounding region. No collieries fireman and
Mr. Montgomery comes from the audit ing nothing
the
left but. a pUe oT ruins.
half of whom are members of the uni- entertainment have been completed started and the situation at the begin of the wrecked box cars were loaded
giving his opinion concerning or's office at Los Angeles.
About 4.000 persona are homeless and
form rank, have arrived to attend the and the business section of the city is ning of the fourteenth week is about with grain.
motion, traction and aerial navigation,
The
greatly In need ot assistance.
meeting of the various a mass of purple and white, the colors
biennial
Edison's letter reads aa follows:
MILITARY POST.
the same as during the previous thirFrench cruiser D'Assas arrived at Petit
branches of the order. It is estimated of the order. The program for the teen weeks. Official managers of the
I believe that wtihlnn thirty years
ENGINEER DUN.
CHIEF
nearly all the railways will discard Complete Report waa Filed with the Ooave yesteruay' (with provlsiona for
that before the gathering is regularly week embraces the four days' session union say there is very little distress
the sufferers and aeturned to Port Aa
opened tomorrow 60,000 representa- of the grand lodge, which opens tomor and this is being looked after by relief
steam locomotives and adopt electric
Army Board.
Prince with 200 women and children
tives of the order will be In the city. row morning in the assembly hall of .committees. In speaking of the condi
motors and that the electric automo
This morning Hon. H. B. Fergusson
The week is to be crowded with events the Mormon tabernacle, and unlimited tions in this vicinity. Colonel Haff- - He is Hera and Talks About the Por bile will displace the horse almost en favored The Citizen with the following" and fifteen wounded men. Tha author
of special interest to members. The entertainment for the members of the mann, of the Eighth regiment, said totirely. In the present state of science signed article regarding the military ities refused to permit the Flrmlntst
would go to
to leave, fearing; the
Union Ferry Depot has been converted order, who will have an immense va day that there are many barefooted
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take
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into a great exhibition hall filled with riety to select from, all being free to women and children coming to camp
predict
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future
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"With reference to the statement in them. Each party accuses the other
the Choicest fruits, flowers and other those wearing the familiar elk's bead every day who take away with them
for aerial navigation."
Journal-Democrand of havfng act Are to Petit Goave, bnt
The Citizen,
products of California. Every county badge. Outside of the grand lodge the scraps of food, thrown out of the mess
ABO PASS FAYORED.
other papers of the territory, that no the general belief la that Chlcoye. the
of the Btate has an exhibit and here most Interest attaches to the contests tents. He said they are not all forFAIR ATTRACTIONS.
statement was made on Flrmlnlst commander, resolved to dewritten
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MYSTERIOUS MURDERS.
state that I went on to Washington
MANY LIVES LOST.
and his stenographer, C. O. Trimble,
Members of the ordef who have at open all the resorts of the city to any
torial fair association is picking up.
as a committee of one on that subject.
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coming
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tended all or most all of the previous one wearing an Elk's official registra- Two Women Brutally Murdered In the
Secretary P. F. McCanna, who has
I waa Joined by O. E. Cromwell Government Troops Capture tha Hay- direct from Chicago. F. M. Jones, been In the east the past six weeks se where
national gatherings declare with en tion badge. The matters of chief intier) Insurgent Capital.
and Delegate Rodey, and that we three
City of Chicago.
'
thuslam that the decorations of San terest to come before the grand lodge
chief engineer of the corps doing wark curing attractions and signing profes acted as a committee from Albuquer11. Minister
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Washington,
Aug. 11. Developments to
Chicago,
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On Market street alone there are flf ritual, selection of next place of meetgames, returned home Saturday night and filed with the army board that
from Belen to meet them.
ment from Cape Haytlen that the proteen courts of honor. Each of these ing and election of officers. For the nie Mitchell and Mrs. Annie Bartholinto
Ha reports a very successful trip, hav finally selected Albuquerque as a site visional (Vaaques) ' government of
Mr. Dun's mission to New Mexico is
courts is brilliantly illuminated at next place of meeting Louisville, Bal led the police to double their efforts
after, for a military post, a carefully pre- Hayti has notified tha United States
respec to Inspect the proposed new road, and ing secured everything he went
Bartholin,
William
locate
J.
elecof
colored
night with hundreds
and some things he didn't go after, pared and exhaustive memorial setting legation
timore, Des Moines and one or two tively fiancee and son of the two wo
that GonaVles,'7ort de A Petit
accompanied by Mr. Jones and Mr. The base ball situation la flattering. forth the. advantages of Albuquerque
tric lamps, the central feature of the other cities are aspirants and the con
m
design being an Immense illuminated test promises to be a lively one .before men. At an Inquest over the body of Trimble, will leave, tonight for Belen, This year's tournament will surpass for, a military. poet. The last commit Goave and- -- St' Maria provinces arecapwas
ne govenimtmi iruupa
woman,
which
found
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reoeuion.
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emblem of the order; such a - the the selection is made.
year.
Topsy
Hartzell,
The 'parade the
the tee probably thought this report fully tured Petit Goave after a strong re
where they will emoajk in wagons for that of last
knight on horseback, the shield, 'hel- will take place Wednesday and the Saturday night crammed into a hole in a trip along the route to be traversed. handy left fielder, who made such a hit covered the case."
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cement
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battle-axThe grand court of drill contests the following- - day.
met or
"The Santa Fe short cut wtll be with Albuquerque people last year, la
"H. B. FERGUSSON."
readily
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lost. Firmln'a troops on retreating
Identified
the
home,
"honor, at the intersection of Market,
coming. Danny Green, who played
corpse as that of Mrs. Bartholin. To built," said Mr. Dun to a Citizen re
from the villas, set flre4o and destroyhere,
Third, Kearney and Geary streets, is a
wtll
be
fall,
field
here last
RAGING FOR THIS CITY.
ed the town.
day it developed that Bartholin had porter, who called on the gentleman at center
IN BEAR CANYON.
masterpiece of electrical art and forms
his rooms at the Alvarado this morn But, Mr. McCanna's greatest prize is
before
mother
quarreled
with
his
Just
the most brilliant display of the kind
Rube has
Ing.
surveys, have ben made the great Rube Waddell.
GERMANS WILL LAND.
she disappeared, over the question of but as"Several
ever seen on the coast. Other notable
I have never .been over the promised to come. He Is the warmest
live
to
prospective
wife
bringing
his
pitcher that ever duBted the pigskin. Quite a Crowd of City Folks Yisited Determined' to Protect Property in
country, which one will be taken
features of the decorations are the Rock Island and Santa Fe Pushing
at his mouther's home.
city hall dome, the dome of the ferry
say.
yet
Revolutionary Venezuela.
One
Rube has the reputation of being the
thing
almost
Just
can't
An important development in the certain Is
building and the Claus Spreckels
Washington, Aug; 11. Minister Bow- Toward This City.
that the road will be built only pitcher that ever played a game
Canyon Yesterday.
mystery
Bartholin-Mitchell
murder
building.
over Abo pass, which is reported to be without an infield. Rough Rider Kuy
en, at Caracas, toay advised the state
was made today when it was discov the best pass on the Manzano moun kendall and his famous broncho bus
Today the camp of the uniform rank,
department that the Germans intend
ered that Bartholin had been surprised tains. The grades made by the lines tera are going to be here. '
with its 2,000 tents, was formally turnto land a naval force at Porto Cabello
SOME INTERESTING FACTS.
OUTING
ENJOYED.
standing
cellar
30,
July
at
the
on
while
While In Denver, Mr. McCanna met
to protect German interests there,
that have been run are not entirely
ed over to James R. Carnahan, majorby
a
mother,
grave
his
murdered
of
satisfactory.
general of the order. The uniformed
We will go from Belen and had a pleasant chat with General
which are threatened by the uprising
agent
to
see
his
called
who
real estate
members of the order appeared by
The reports which were afloat a mother. The agent rang the front door to Portales, the eastern termination of Funston. The general has promised to
Henry Westerfeld and family were now In progress. The minister advised
the short cut, by wagon. It will take come and bring his staff..
brigades before the headquarters of short time age in regard to a possible
the first city people to reach the can that we follow suit. After conference
repeatedly. No one answered, and about ten days to make the trip as we
the major general and saluted the merger between the Santa Fe and bellwent
yon yesterday morning. They went between the officials of the state and
house
and
of
rear
to
the
he
the
County Officials on Trial.
want to make a few Btops en route."
commanding officer. Another feature
In camp at the second spring of water, navy departments,- Instructions were
window.
basement
through
Mr. Dun tells an interesting story
Aug.
of the day was the opening meeting Rock Island do not seem to find very looked he saw athe
commission
The
Denver,
11.
being the guests of Jack Cook, a par cabled Commander Nichols, of the To
man standing in one how be and Mr. Jones and Mr. Trim
county
appeared
at
Arapahoe
era
of the Imperial Palace of the Knights much confirmation In the manner in There
of
friend of the family. Henry has peka, to proceed (rooi La Gualra to
ticular
at the floor, apparently ble were, held up about a year ago
of Khorassan, the spectacular branch which they are bucking each other on corner looking
the west side criminal court In re a fine driving nag. and the animal put rorto Cabello ancT land a naval force
man
Suddenly
thought.
the
In
absorbed
while making an inspection of a new sponse to a capias Issued for them on
of the order. There was a costume new construction work, says the
two hours in case of attack. The Topeka already
a
in the basement looked up and saw the road, which was to be built In Okla Saturday. Because one has not been them back Into Albuquerque
,
parade of the members, after which
has left for Porto Cabello.
canyon.
they
the
left
after
Capital. It is now said that the agent peering in. A moment later homa. The robbers appeared at Chan given a copy of the Information the
Bowen saya that the cable
Minister
the Imperial Palace went into sessaccompa
McCreght
wife,
and
W.
T.
came to the rear door and dler, Oklahoma, depot about dusk and matter was postponed until Thursday,
was cut Immediately after receipt of a
ion behind closed doors, the presiding Rock Island and Santa Fe railways are Bartholin agent
what he wanted. The proceeded to strip the gentlemen of when they will be brought into court nied by the former's sister, Mrs. H. W. message stating
officer being" Imperial Prince, Frank hustling to see which can get to Albu- asked the
that the revolution
were
Hyda,
son,
her
and
Hendricks
see
to
querque, N. M., first. It is a rivalry of latter replied that he wanted
their valuables, money, watches and and required to plead.
were entering the city.,
yest-rdacanyon.
H. Clarke, of Detroit.
ists
They
to
visitors
the
Bartholin told the even their shoes were taken. A short
Governor Gage will formally wel- both lines for the construction work Mrs. Bartholin.
epent the day at the first spring of wa
was in Milwau time ago Mr. Jones, who lost a watch
Storm in New Jersey.
Cut the Cable.
come the members of the order to the The Rock Island is grading west from agent that his mother
ter,
where Mrs. Emma Parsball and
several
for
not
return
would
note
and
a
received
kee
Albuquerque
and
pair
shoes,
the
of
A
a
and
Tucumcart
Aug.
to
dlsas
N.
1L
Somerville,
J
Aug. 11. Minister Bow- Washington,
supreme
opening
of
the
the
Johnston,
and
state at
her grandson, Wlllard
accompanied by a toy watch, stating trous storm swept the Raritan valley Mrs. Albers and other ladles are in en has cabled the state department
lodge. An unusual amount of business Santa Fe is putting in a cut oft to days.
Shortly after this conversation he they could not dispose of the
last night. Corn fields are ruined and camp. They
to the city pret from Caracas, Venezuela, that the rev
Is to come before the legislative body, Texico, a point about midway between
to leave the house and the piece, and the note also stated that if thousands of bushels of peaches strip ty well worn returned
out but pleased with the olutionists have cut the cable at Barcewhich Is expected to be in session Hereford and Portales on the Pecos was seen
Minnie
at
called
evening
they
would
he
return ped from trees.
Valley to Albuquerque. The Santa Fe same
he wanted his shoes
cuting. Mrs. Parshall and Wlllard, lona.
several days after the uniform rank will
about fifty miles the shortest Mitchell's home. The couple left to them too, as they did not fit.
who have been In the canyon several
has gone home. The annual reports route,beand
Blockade at Cage Haytlen.
NAVAL CADETS.
the Rock Island will have gether and the girl did not return.
weeks, sent word In that they would
of the officers show the order's affairs by far
GOOD CERRILLOS NEWS.
heaviest grade and much
the
Aug. .11. Commander
'Washington,
concoming
satisfactory
Satur
city
be
in
to
return
the
the
general
to
.in
Bartholin In Denver.
roughest country to pass through
La roe Class of Middies to be Grad day.
McCrea, of the gunboat Machlaa today
dition. The question of revenue, the the
P,
George
Improvements
uated at Annapolis.
The people down on the Panhandle
Denver, Colo., Aug. 11. Milton L. Big Smelter
Yesterday morning, at about 10 cabled the navy department that a de- officers say, is one of the most imHyde the New Superintendent.
Washlnirton. Aug. 11. Ever since o clock, a number of ladies and gentle- facto blockade has been established by
of the Santa Fe are watching R. Edwards, who formerly roomed in
portant to come before the convention. division
moves on The new line with a great the home of Mrs: Anna Bartholin, Chi
It. B. Thomas, general manager of the Spanish war there has been
men, in Trimble's big "Jumbo" wagon the insurgents at Cape Haytlen. The
A number of changes proposed in the the
off cago, and for whom the police is look the Consolidated Mining & Smelting dearth of young officers in the navy, and drawn by four bay horses, reached Machlas is at her anchorage.
cut
Fe
The
Santa
deal
of
interest.
be
discussalso
will
laws of the order
means a great deal to them. As. they ing in order to learn what Is known company of Cerrillos, spent Sunday In owing to the many new warships that the mouth of the canyon, and at the
ed. Among them is a proposition to
means that the Panhandle concerning the murder of Mrs. Bar the city visiting with his family. He have been commissioned. During the coat ranch there the party left the
BASE BALL
have the officers of the subordinate see it it
California
Mitchell, is returned to Cerrillos this morning. Mr. past two years It has been found nec wagon and walked through the canyon
lodges chosen annually instead of road will he made the mainfreight, pas tholin and Miss Minnie
from
says
classes
making
essary
to graduate the
now in Denver. He
that he left Thomas' company has been
Pratt camp three The Lamar, Colo., fteda Captured All
to the Whltney-Gof- f
to make the maximum through line; all the fast
senger and mail will be over this line. the Bartholin home because he feared some large Improvements on their the naval academy ahead of the usual miles distant, carrying their lunch has
Games Played.
fee for a transfer card a dollar; to
building of this line means more for his life. He become suspicious of plant at Cerrillos in the past sixty time. It is hoped, however, that this kets with them. At 4 o'clock In the
two games of 'the aeries
The
last
allow the supreme assembly of the The
will be unnecessary in the future, as it afternoon the party filed down the can played between the Browns and the
that; it means that the road will the actions of William Bartholin and days. At a cost of about $125,000
uniformed rank to nominate its own than
suspected
new copper stack, a large concentrator is also undesirable.
yon to its mouth, where Bob Reagan Lamar Reds, went to the Reds and
major-generathe supreme lodge to put cattle into Kansas City in twelve decided to get away. He
Today 3") principals and alternates the driver, hitched up and drove the were similar to the game played Frithat William Bartholin had put bis and various other improvements hav
confirm the choice and to allow the hours from Texas points.
mother out of the way, but liad no con been made. The new additions in equip appear before the examining boards of party back to the city. It was a tired day.
'
grand lodges to lower the initiation
Typos Begin Convention.
proof. Tue police of this city ment will enable the company to work the civil service commission for mid- trip, a long and tedious walk, but those
vlnctng
On Saturday the score was 17 to 12,
discretion.
at
their
fees
Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug. 11. The In think possibly that Bartholin has been uiont any kind of ore.
academy
to
Mr. Thomas shipman entrances at the
who constituted the party did not mina with no incident worthy of note, only
In addition to these things an im ti'i national Typographical
Union
past week or so. says that the future looks bright for fill the vacancies created by the last it, although they murmured to them
ot the public.
the
portant matter will be the report of celebrating its golden Jubilee with the in Denver during the
annual appropriation bill allowing sen- selves. "Where, oh where. Is that
the Cerrillos country.
Sunday's game waa aome better. A
the board of coutrol of the insurance largest convention in its history. It is
appointment.
finally
found
FIRE.
privilege
of
was
ON
Bource
PEORIA
ators the
It is learned from another
spring of water." It
It is asserted the fiftieth annual meeting of the or
little larger crowd waa out and every
branch of the order.
the new superintendent for th This is the largest class examined in and then the party took life easy for a loily tried to play ball. Sonler, who
that a year ago the affairs of the en- ganization, which is regarded as one of Alleged Incendiary Attempt to Burn that
company arrived in Cerrillos last Fri the history of the school, and If the few hours. A. B. McMillen and wife was advertised to pitch, waa sick and
dowment rank were in bad shape with the strongest nnd most Influential
the Illinois City.
day and that He is George P. Hyde, of usual percentage of candidates pass A. E. Walker and wife, J. F. Luthy and Shepard, who pitched Friday's game,
claims
death
worth
of
$5i(i,ti0
about
trades unions in the country.
Is be El Paso. For seven years Mr. Hyde this will give Annapolis more midship- v ife, Dr. P. G. Cornish and wife, S. E was substituted.
111.. Aue. II.
What
Peoria.
meeting
special
July
a
'The Reds hit hint
un'iaUl.
Theie are 35 delegates present and
be an attempt to burn Peo was the first assistant superintendent men under Instruction than ever be- Newcomer and wife, with the children quite often and in the right place. Tha
was held and new officers were select- over I.uijm visitors.
A resolution of lieved to
beconstituted this happy picnic party.
was made about of the El Paso smelter, and is said to fore. Temporary quarters are now
winning score waa made in the third
ed to get things in shape. The reports sympathy and support of the United ria's business section
W. B. Francis, bookkeeper at Whit inning. Two men were out,
today. At 1 o'cloey Neumilier's be a thoroughly practical man In a'.l ing erected at the academy for the acnoon
will
show
since
that
a runner
officers
of these
Mine Workers in the anthracite strike
with
store,
Mr,
Cnmnanv's
hardware
number
of
iucreased
building.
thirty-sevethe
tiev
commodation
horses branches of the tmelter
A grounder slipped
on first base.
July last nearly all of the outstanding was adopted. The officers and commit livory barn and
can
visited
the
sister,
his mother and
were destroyed, Clarke's roller mills Hyde's family, consisting of wae and of cadets.
through Barrett's hands, at short, and
claims have been settled and that the tees were theu announced.
yon yesterday, and were guests at the
burning and other small fires are four children, are vet at El Paso, but
the Reds scored five runs before the
Sisters.
Rathbone
Among
affairs of the endowment rank are
Telegrams and letters of greeting on are
Contest
to
the
returned
They
tent.
Whitney
In
a
short
will
Cerrillos
points.
him
at
Join
third out was made. . Vorhes made a
rapidly being put In excellent condi- the fiftieth anniversary of the Interna raging at different
San Francisco, Cal., Aug. 11. The citv late In the afternoon.
The losses so far include: Horace time.
couple of costly errors. Quler led in
Mr,
a
tion.
wife,
and
tional Typographical Union were re Clark & Sons, mill, $100,ihpi; Neumil
helmets
rt..v
with
Hammond
and
Pythias,
their
Knights
of
S. Hose, who is the editor of the
In, five
stick work for the Browns.
canyon
Tomorrow will be an Oakland day ceived from almost all other lalior or
camp
are
In
the
clanking
fc.nd
swords,
Spencer are In
livery larn and twenty horses, Register and attorney of the town, Is and plumes
up
made
he
four
base
times
hits
and
on the week's program and thousands ganizations. Most of the time was de- ler.
IjO.hoo; O'Leary undertaking estab also here from Cerrillos. He Is enthu not allowed to niopopoll.e attention Thev will remain several weeks.
of the three runs. The score was 12 to 9.
of the knights and other visitors will voted to reading a report on law and lishment, 25.0oO. The Neumiller barns siastic over the future prospects of the in San Francisco this ' week. The
W. R. Whitney, president
The Lamar boys left last night for
go to that city where elaborate plans the annual reports of the officers.
his family. Is
which were fired by an Incendiary, are Cerrillos district, and says that th members ot the Rathbone Sisters, the Whitney Company, with
Junta, Colo., where they are billed
La
remain
will
they
canyon,
have been made for reception and
and
are
here
In the
in the thickly built up section of the smelter, when it gets right to business women's branch of the order,
for Hall
G. Vargas, salesman
pro- a month. They are fixed up splendidly to play.
entertainment . There will be literary
session
biennial
their
and
In
reviving
force
In
be
min
will
will
Instrumental
Is
flames
feared the
city, and It
The Browns hale, bo game in sight.
exercises, a parade and other interest- l.earnard, has sold Ernest Hayden
mises to be one of the most Interest- - for camp life.
handsome piano of sterling qualities spread to adjoining buildings. An at ing on a large scale in that district.
ing features.

THE ELKS.

THE PYTHIANS

THE

STRIKE

tempt was made to fire the store roms
and offices of the Val. Blatz Brewing
company, a few blocks away. Their
residence was fired early this morning. While the Neumlller fire was raging a torch waa applied to the roller He
mills of Horace Clark & Sons, a few
blocks away and .'the entire plant
wiped out. The police think they have
arrested the firebug.

EDISON'S

WAR

IDEA

M'llAYTI

Pl'-rett-

It

"

11.-Th-

.

'

.

.

To-pek-

.

.

tle

semi-annuall-

non-suppo-
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bla, Cornell, Princeton, the University
of Pennsylvania and Johns Hopkins.
When the promised reduction is made
we shall have brought home 62,000
men from our Philippine army In a little over two years. That means a saving two and a half times as great as
the cost of maintaining all the universities and colleges In the United
as great as the
States, and
combined salaries of all the public
school teachers In the country.

ALVARADO PHARMACY

THE PEOPLE'S DRUG STORE
WE GURANTEE SATISFACTION.

B. H. BRIGGS & CO., Prescription Druggist

one-thir-

Cor. Gold Avenue end First Street

MR. WARE SURPRISED.
There Is little wonder that Pension
Commissioner Ware expressed astonishment when the pension applications
growing out of the Spanish war were
submitted to him. Not only Mr. Ware
but the wholo American people are astonished. The soldiers of that short
conflict are as enthusiastic in moving
on the pension Tpartment as they
were in wresting Cuba from Spain and
making it an independent nation.
Commissioner Ware, when he recovered somewhat from his surprise, took
his pencil and did a little figuring. He
found that five volunteer regiments
have furnished 3.119 pension applications and these five regiments had an
aggregate of three men killed and thirteen wounded. One of the regiments,
Michigan, had three of
the Thirty-thirits men killed and ten wounded, while
the other four regiments did not have
a man killed and three of them did not
have a wounded soldier.
The three regiments which did not
have a soldier killed or wounded have
1,825 applications for pensions.
The
Eighth Ohio Is one of these regiments.
It went to Cuba with 1,330 men, did
not lose a man, did not have a man
wounded, and yet 705 of the boys, or
53 per cent, have applied tor pensions.
'

JdbuqufrQiie Daily

(frftjfi)

growing young city, and which is
fusely Illustrated.

pro-

HUGHEU A KeCHEIQHT. Publishers
Tkoa. Hnghes
W. T. McCretght, Mgr.

The Southern Methodists have
raising of a 15,000,000
Editor fund for the support
of aged or Inthe
and City Ed. valided preachers and of preachers'
widows and orphans.

FtibJIshe Dally and Weakly.

An offer haa been made for the timber and minerals of the Navajo reservation in western New Mexico. Easelated Prese afternoon diepatchea tern capitalists are seeking to make a
Largest City and County Circulation deal and negotiations
are now pending
Thm Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation with this end In view.
Ooplea of this paper may be found
Every man has a right to strike.
M file at asnlngton in the office ot Conversely, every man has a right to
mmr peclal correppoodent, E. O. 8a
accept work at the wages offered, and
erera. S18 F street, N. W., Washington,
those who strike cannot Interfere with
n. c.

him without laying themselves liable

New

tren

the

to the law's punishment.

demande Statehood
Congress.

Mexico
Fifty-Sevent-

If the Raton Reporter represents the
people of Raton, It would be labor lost
Dally, by muSI, one yev.
WW to send a convention to that city. HowDaily, by mail, alx month
( 00 ever, it may be possible that the Re"T. by mail, three nomas........ 1 M
Daily, uy malt, one month.......... CO porter does not represent the people of
Oatly. by carrier, one month
7i the enterprising city where It Is pub1 00
by mall, pr year
DAILY CITIZEN will be delivered lished.
TH8 c.y
at the low rate of SO centa per
In the
wws. or ror id tents per monto, when
The present year has been one of
monthly.
Tl
ratea are leu than
paid
eawe of any other daily paper In the disasters. Somebody who has kept
SnUnij.
track asserts that volcanic eruptions
Territorial Republican Central Com- and earthquakes have destroyed 60,000
lives; storms, 1,341; floods, 333; avamittee Call.
lanches, 222;
waves, 103; snow
To the member of the Territorial Re--. slides. 39; and tidal
water spouts 12, a total
publican Central Committee of New
of 62,050 lives lost by nature's eleMexico:
Yon are hereby notified that a meet- mental forces alone.
ing of the territorial republican central
committee of the territory of New There are 6,219 Young Men's ChrisMexico will be held In Albuquerque on tian associations In the world, of which
Friday, August 22, 1902, for the pur- 1,476 are In North America. The total
pose of fixing the date and place to membership
of these American assoBold the territorial republican conven
Is 268,477. They occupy 391
ciations
delea
to
nominate
candidate
tlon
for
congress of the buildings of their own, valued at
rate to the
and have C82 libraries, containUnited States and for the considers'
tlon of such other matters as may ing 623,215 volumes. They employ
properly come before said committee.
general secretaries and other paid
It la hoped that all members will be officials, and expended
year for
present at said meeting, as matters of current expenses, local, last
Importance for the Interest ot the re- ternational, $3,234,928. state and inpublican party of the territory will be
considered. Very truly yours,
AZTEC RUINS EXHIBIT.
FRANK A. HUBBELL,
Chairman Territorial Republican Cen
The ruins ot the former homes of
tral Committee.
cliff dwellers in northern Arizona will
be visited this month by a party of St.
Louis and Washington scientists, who
propose to .dig for specimens to be
taken to the world's fair in 1904.- - Arrangements are also under way for a
collection ot specimens from the petrified forests of northern Arizona, also
to be a part of Arizona's exhibit at the
exposition. The "Arizona world's fair
commission has applied to Washington
for permission to take from the reserve such specimens as may be satisfactory and will give a proper idea of
the beauty and value of these petrified
Term of Subscription:

Wly.

Fifty-eight-

h

2

trees.

For Delegate to Congress
B. 8. RODEY.

Let nothing be left undone to make
the territorial fair a grand success.
The proposed road to Durango, which
is now being surveyed, fa almost a cer
tainty.
The president hag established a big
forest reserve In the White mountains
In Lincoln county.
.

The Santa Fe cut off road from Por- talea will be built to Alouquerque with
ia the next year.
"HOW elad." sava tha A If a If o Cairo
"some people seem to be when they

iucr meir condolences.

The Raton Reporter favors' boycot- xing Albuquerque because the democrats located their territorial convention in this city.
Las

Vegas is trying to organize

a

xoung wens Christian association.
Such an organization Is badly needed

in that

wicked town.

' This portion

of the Rio Grande val-

ley was favored last night with a down
pour or rain, and late crops are assured with aluudant yield.

The upper Pecos should be stocked
with young trout. The fish now taken
from that stream are small, showing
that only the small fry Is left.
'

Thefriars in the Philippines are not
entirely Ignorant of earthly ways.
They have formed a combine for the
purpose of controlling their real estate

Investments.

The Elks of the s iuthwest are in the
midst of green pastures at Salt Lake
City and the irrigation system of the
City of the Sdiuts is being tested to its
lull capacity.
Those tales of starving Navajo Indians are intended to promote the ration business, it would be almost a
physical impossibility to starve a Navajo Indian to death.

The Raton Range has issued a neat-Jprinted edition, which contains a
well written descriptive sketch of that

y

.

PROSPEROUS COUNTRY.
The prosperity of the country as reflected by the condition of the national
banks is shown with emphasis by figures just compiled by the comptroller
of the currency. The figures are based
upon the reports of the 4,535 national
banks of the nation, made at the close
of business on July 16, and are compared with reports for the same date
of last year. The loans and discounts
In 1902 amounted
to $3,221,859,611,
against $2,956,903,376 In 1901. The national bank note circulation decrease!
from $119,008,811 in 1901 to $115,019,-63in 1902. The most remarkable gain
was in the amount of individual deposits') which Increased from
8
in 1901 to $3,098,876,772 In 1902.
The total resources Increased from
to $6,008,754,975. The loans
and discounts increased from
on April 30, 1902, to $3,221,859,-63- 1
on July 16, 1902.
5

SALT OF THE EARTH.
The production of salt Id the United
States during 1900 and 1901 was the
largest for any two individual years
yet recorded, says Dr. Joseph Struth- ers In "Mineral Resources of the Unit
ed States, 1901," now in press, United
States geological survey.
The total production In 1901 was
barrels of 280 pounds each. The
value of which was $6,617,449.
The rate of progress In the salt industry since 1880, when the production
was 6,961,060 barrels, to 1901, with Its
production of 20,566.651 barrels, Is
very great, the increase being about
400 per cent.
Previous to 1892 Michigan was the
chief salt producing state, but in that
year New York assumed the lead and
maintained the foremost position until
1901, when Michigan again resumed
the supremacy, with a production of
7,729,641 barrels, as compared with the
production of 7,287,320 barrels in New
York. The production of salt In Michigan In 1901 was Increased by 519,020
barrels over that of the preceding year,
while the output from New York was
diminished by 610,751 barrels. ' !
Of the other two leading states,
Kansas produced 2,087,791 barrels and
These four
Ohio 1,153,535 barrels.
states contributed 88.8 per cent of the
total quantity of salt produced In the
United States during the year, the percentages of production being, respectively, Michigan 37.6 per cent, New
York 34.4 per cent, Kansas 10.2 per
cent and Ohio 6.6 per cent.
Of the total consumption of salt in
the United States, the quantity of salt
of domestic production used Increased
from 63.5 per. cent In ISO to 93.45 per
cent in 1901, while the consumption of
salt Imported into the United States
decreased from 36.5 per cent of the
total in 1880 to 6.65 per cent In 1901.
The actual consumption In 1901 was
21.940.E35 barrels, or more than 2.3
times that of 1880. In 1880 the imports of salt amounted to 8,427,639 bar
rels; In 1901 the Imports were 1,440,950
barrels.

$3,172,-757,00-

19-2-

Trans-Mississip-

0

V. V. CLARK.
Mining and metallurgical engineer, in
M.
WHt Gold avenue, y.juquerque, N. maps;
Specialties Report, surveys anil
plana and reduction work; mines and
mining- Investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.

OSTEOPATHY.
.
;i ;i
Dr. Conner,
Port graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's Bchool
of Osteopathy, Klrkvllle, Ma Lung trouble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
Office, Whiting building, rooms 21 and
23; Automatlo telephone, 164.
DENTISTS
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. 8.
306 Railroad avenue. Office hours.
8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to
6:00 p. m. Telephone 4G2. Appointments made by mall.

Pleasant, Please.

....ALL ODDS AND ENDS....
Broken lines and left over lots from our July Clearance Sale regardless of loss
everything goesnot a dollar's worth to be left if almost giving goods away will sell
them. IT'S THE ONE BIGGEST BARGAIN CHANCE OF THE YEAR but come
early! Earlyl Don't get leftbe here at 8 o'clock Tomorrow morning.

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE
Cosmopolitan

A

Orders

Patterns

Promptly
Fines'

None Higher
'

ejrnard 8. Rodey

ATTOR.N
M. Prompt

Mail

Papf

LAWYERS

aiUU

D

attention given to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will practice In all courts of the territory and
the United States land office.

-

v.

- ntsv

SSIaJSJs

Dai

I

Leon B.5tern,Proprietor

N

W, Albuquerque.

bo-fo- re

i. M. Bond
42 T street, I.
ATTORN
W., Washington, I C. Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent, trade marks, claims.

William D. Lee

Oiflce, room 1
N. T. Armljo building. Will practice It
all Uie courts of the territory.
ATTORNET-AT-UA-

R. W. D. Bryan
ATT ORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
Office, First National Bank building

CHANTILLY GALLOON LACES
In black or white, hundreds of
patterne, wide and narrow
In aerpentlne and regular
Insertion medallions and floral
designs, all pure silk, much wanted for trimming waiate and
dresses; every yard a 25 cent
value; Tomorrow morning they
will aell per yard

CORSETS
pairs of the

Thirty-seve- n

fin-

est white girdle corsets, made
to 26,
of French batiste, sizes
regular $1 value; Tomorrow
18

morning they go at

M.

48c

Frank

W. Clancy
rooms I and
N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.M.

Dress Goods
Now la the time to look ahead
for the glrla' fall achool dresses.
600 yarda of
all wool
cheviote, In black, navy, royal,
brown and cardinal, warranted
aponged and ahrunk, fully worth
75 cents per yard; Tomorrow
morning at 8 o'clock
38-In-

10c

39c

ATTORNET-Aj-LA-

E. W. Dobson
ATTORNET-AT-LA-

4000 yards of Black, Blue and Light Shirting Prints TOMORROW
per yard

fVom

Office,

rell block, Albuquerque,

N. M.

John H. 8tlngle,
Albuquerque,

5c

Cromwell block

ATTORNET-AT-LA-

N. M.

Challies

Hosiery

PHYSICIAN

tJi. J.

E. Bronson
Homeopathlo Physician,
Room 17,
Whiting Block.

We make the best door and window
screens. They are far superior to any
made in the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
T. Telephone No. 463.

25 dozen of ladles' black

d

go

at pair

SOOO

Has changed hands and is now one
of the nicest resorts in the city. Best
of liquors served at the bar. Lager
been on draught Patronage solicited.
LUKE WALSH,
Proprietor.
Homestead Entry No. 4298.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the interior, Land Of
flee at Santa Fe,N. M., June 23
Notice is hereby given that the fol
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on August 4, 1902, viz.: Feliz Trujillo de
Herrera, in behalf of the heirs of
Ahran Herrera, deceased, for the N
NW, Sec. 22. Eft NE4, Sec. 21, T 8
N. R 6 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Fells Trujillo, of Escobosa, N. M.;
Felipe Tapla, of Escobosa, N. M.;
Manuel Mora y Martinez, of Escobosa,
N. M.; Jose B. Lebarlo, of Escobosa,

25c

JOc

fig-ure-

worth up to 20o

TOMORROW AT 8 O'CLOCK

your choice

25c

....3c

I
I

Men's Underwear

Silk Petticoats

dozen of men's ribbed
gauze underwear, shirts and
drawera to match, all sizes, aold
alwaya at 50 cents a garment;
Tomorrow morning only and
mind you they won't last long at
this price

Three dozen of ladies' pure
silk petticoats, made of beat
guaranteed taffeta, in black and
every ether color, garments that
aold up to $10; Tomorrrow, your
choice

14

About 200 baby's finest lawn
and mull caps, mussed and soiled, worth up to $1; Tomorrow

Vowing named

N. M.

75 children's paraaola, In red,
pink and blue, with fancy
alwaya aold at 25 centa;
Tomorrow and while they iaat
they go at

yards ot FRENCH TORCHON LACES

Baby's Caps

1902.

Parasols

About 125 yards of satin strip,
ed wool challies in black and
pink figures, a splendid 50 cent
article; Tomorrow morning, per
yard

25c
I a yard

Corner of First Street and
Railroad Avenue.

cot-

ton hoae, real Hermadorf dye,
with black or white foot, a aplen-di35c value; Tomorrow hey

The Metropolitan

$4.88

25c

ocxxxxococococococococooo

THE

J.H.D'Rielly&Co.

Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE

Is without dispute the coolest
place In town. Everything we
serve at the fountain Is Ice cold.

MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.

Capital

ICE COLD 80DA

THOUSANDS 8AVED BY

ICE COLD FRAPPES

$100,000

ICE COLD SHERBETS
,

ICE COLD LEMONADES

For Consumption. Coughs. Colds
and all

THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

This wonderful medicine positively

ICE COLD PHOSPHATES
EVERYTHING UP TO DATE.

cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds,
bronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,

Fever, Pleurisy, LaGrippe.
HoarscnessSoreThroataadWhoop
Photographer C. C. Harlan, of Eat- Ing Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
on, Ohio, can do so now, though for
Look

years he couldn't, because he suffered
untold agony irom the worst form of
Indigestion. All physicians and medicines failed to help him till he tried
Electric Bitters, which worked such
wonders for him that he declares they
are a godsend to sufferers from dyspepsia and stomach troubles. Unrivaled
for diseases of the stomach, liver and
kidneys, they build up and give new
life to the whole system. Try them.
IMPORTANT CONGRESS.
Only
60c. Guaranteed by all druggists,
There will be a gathering In St. Paul,
o
1902, which
Minn., on August
Jemez Hot Springs.
will have a great Interest for the counThe public Is invited to visit the
try as a whole, but particularly for all famous health giving springs. First
can be found at
the region west of the Mississippi. class accommodations
Bathing, good trout
con- the Stone botel.
This will be the
and beautiful scenery are only
gress. The organization is composed fishing
a few ot the attractions of this delightof representatives from boards of ful resort
trade, chambers of commerce and inMRS. OLIVE CORCORAN.
Stone Hotel.
dustrial organizations in general and
o
delegates appointed by the governors
In Doming good safe loans can be
cf the states and territories, mayors of
had
at better ratea than In the old ea
the cities and boards of county
tablished towns.
from the locality covered,
o
w!:kh Includes Alaska, Hawaii and the
Subscribe for The Dally Citizen r
o
Philippines as well as the states and
HOT SPRINGS
territories between the great river and JEMEZ & SULPHUR
LINE.
the Pacific. Usually the number ot Carries the 8TAGE
U. S. mall; only line with
delegates at these gatherings ranges a change ot stock en route; good rigs,
from 700 to 1,000.
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquerque every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 6 a. m. For particulars adTHE WASTE OF WAR.
W. L. Trimble t Co., agents, AlThe meaning of the promised reduc- dress
buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, propriemilitary
Philtion of the
force in the
tor, Jemez.
ippines to 18,000 men may be better
appreciated perhaps when it Is stated
in terms of education. To support an LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES
American army on a peace footing one size smaller after using Allen's
costs something over $ 1,000 per man. Foot Ease, a powder to be shaken into
Bboes. It makes tight or new shoes
operations of course cost the
Warlike
feel easy; gives instant relief to corns
more. Every regiment of 1,000 men, and bunions. It's
the greatest comtherefore, Is equivalent in expense to fort discovery of the age.- - Cures ant.
a university like Columbia. Nine thou- prevents swollen feet, blisters, callous
sand men on garrison duty in the Phil- and sore spots. Allen's Foot Ease Is
ippines, making no allowance for cam- a certain cure for sweating, hot, achfeet At all druggists and shoe
paigns, use up as much money as all ing
stores, 25c. Dont accept any substithe colleges and universities in New tute. Trial package
free by mall. AdEngland and the' middle states com dress, Alien 8. Olmstead, Le Roy, N.
Yale,
Coluai i.
bined. Including Harvard,
$2,941,-837,42-

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.

Ha-

VflCE

NO CURE. NO PAY.
50c. and f 1 . TRIAL BOTTLES

W. 8. 8TRICKLER, V.

P,

and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. U BALDRIDGE
W. A. MAXWELL

& CO,

Prescription Druggists

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.

FREE.

Small Holding No. 3215.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
July 6th, 1902.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof in
support of his claim under sections 16
and 17 of the act ot March 3, 1891, (26
Stats., 854), as amended by the act of
February 21, 1893, (27 Stats., 470), and
that said proof will be made before
Clerk Probate Court at Albuquerque,
N. M., on the eleventh, day of August,
1902, viz: Fernando Armljo for the
NV4 SEV4, and the N
SV4 Sec. 6

TP

J, H. O'RIELLY

-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
M. 8. OTERO, President

13, N. R. 1W.

He names the following witnesses to
prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz: Jesus MA. Sandoval,
of Sandoval, N. M.; Melquiades Martin,
of Sandoval, N. M.; Ellas Garcia, of
Albuquerque, N. M.; Francisco Romero, of Sandoval, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an
opportunity at the
time and place to
the
witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

All

k0'fr

Hresh
HUM

II34

end salt McalS;

SAUSAGE

fACTW.

West Railroad Avenue.

EMIL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC BDTLDIXG.

Wm. Glaesner,

.... Tailor.

Automatic 'phone $74
2161

South Second Street,
Alhnqnprqne.

N. THIRD 8TRHKT

THE THOUSANDS WHO ANNUALLY TRAVEL ON THE

M.

CALIFORNIA LIMITED

AND EXTOL ITS DELIGHTFULLY
(.Homestead Entry No. 4737.
LUXURIOUS APPOINTMENTS
Notice for Publication.
AND THE UNEQUALLED
y.
Department of the interior, Land OfCUISINt OF THE
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.. July 8. 1902.
DINING CAR,
j
J'
Notice Is hereby riven that the folARE PROOFS
lowing named settler has filed notice
r7"T V
of his Intention to make final proof In
"V
OF THE
support of bis claim, and that said
STATEMENT
proof will be made before the register
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on August 19, 1902, viz.: Francisco Gomez,
for the Wtt SEVi. SBVi SW4 of Sec.
10, NEli MVi4 Sec 15, T. 8 N. R.
1902 11 E.
1882
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said lafod, vis:
Sole agents for Casino and Ora brand
Maurice Gomez, of Galisteo, N. M.;
George Davis, of Galisteo, N. M.; AnCanned Goods. Dealers in
of Galisteo, N. M.; Dona-cianStaple and Fancy Groceries tonio Gomez,
A.
Angel, of Galisteo, N. M.
wash O
a Four big bargains In Golden
MANUEL. R. OTERO, Register.
D
214 South Second street.
goods.
See display ad.
0
FIRE INSURANCE
O
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
O Rule Dry Goods Company.
opportunisame
Demlng
offers
the
carta
Becretary Mutual Bulldlnf Association
Orders solicited.
Free delivery. ties now that the most prosperous
cities la tn west offered several yean
ualdxidje's Lkabcr
Statehood cigars, two for 2S cents.
Office
Mo.
Subscribe or The Dally Citlxen.

THAT
AMERICANS

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

F. G.

WANT

e

Pratt &

AND
GET

THE

Co.

BEST

SANTA FE

o
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E. WALKER
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TERRIFIC HAIL STORM.
for several years and was a prominent
figure In both social and athletic cirCattle In Southern New Mexico Suffer- cles. He is a very promising young Several Hundred Goats and Kids Kill
ed and Drowned.
man and his many friends will regret
ing Failure of Crops Threatened.
A correspondent writing to the So
The protracted drouth which has tc learn of his unfortunate accident
What is It? The begin
corro Crleftaln, says:
prevailed In this part of New Mexico Las Cruces Progress.
A terrific hail storm struck P. A. ning of gray hair, falling hair,
throughout the summer months still
Foley's Kidney Cure.
goat ranch, about seven
Romeros
correspondremains unbroken, says a
Extremely unWill cure bright disease.
miles below Reserve on the Rio San
ent writing from Capitan, Otero councure
diabetes.
Will
too. The
annoying,
Francisco,
and
the afternoon of Friday, tidy,
ty. As a result cattlemen and farmers
Will cure stone in bladder.
1. The storm only lasted about
August
diskidney
bladder
and
are beginning to suffer perceptibly.
cure
Will
s Hair Vigor.
fifteen minutes, but In that short space remedy? Ayer
The little grass which was started ly eases.
enough
cf
scalp
the
water
healthy,
time
to
fell
flood
o
keeps
the
It
the showers in the early spring has
neighborhood.
Mr. Romero's goats
Death of Mrs. Elizabeth Lohman.
dried up and is valueless for grazing
of
the
falling
hair, and
stops
A telegram came Thursday morning were in the foothillls near the ranch
purposes and cattle are beginning to
when
storm
broke,
color
ran
to
the
but
Mrs.
Eliza
announcing
death
of
the
to gray
restores
the
always
range.
The
show the effects of a poor
range at this time of the year is us beth Lohman at St. Louis, Mo., wife of ranch when the hall began to strike hair.
elegant
dressing.
An
and them. The klde nearly all ran into the
ually as green as an alfalfa field with the late John F. Lohman, Sr., Lohcorral. Before the storm was fairly
satisfied with Ayer's Hsir
Fred
Martin,
and
Oscar
of
mother
"I amIt restore
sleek
grass
cattle
and
Its covering of
Reg-in- a
the natural color to
over
a
came
of
rushing
water
Vigor.
torrent
and
Ben
and
of
Las
man.
Cruces,
say
and fat. Many of the cattlemen
my hair, prevents u irom lining out,
Loh- down a small dry canyon sweeping all
Mrs.
Louis.
of
Lohman,
St.
that if it does not rain soon the most
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El Paso's League Team.
A Cure for Cholera Infantum.
MAKING HIM LOOK PLEASANT
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cf the committee who took up the mat of Bookwalter, Ohio, "an infant child
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Shoes, Clothing or Groceries But Everything In th
Dry Goods, Una.
Agents for McCall Patterns. All Patterns 10 and 15 cts.
Mail Orders Solicited and Filled 8am Day a Received.
No

Rousing Shirt Waist

A

Special!
We have divided our entire stock of Ladies'

White and Colored Shirt Waists into five different lots.

e

LOTS 2 AND 3 TAKES IN ALL OUR WHITE
AND COLORED
SHIRT WAIST8, MADE OF
MADRAS, PERCALES, DIMITY, AL80 CHAM-BRAWITH EMBROIDERY YOKES AND EM-

Wash Silks and White
China Silk Waists

BROIDERY TRIMMING; 80LD
UP TO 126; WILL GO AT ONLY

WASH SILK
WAISTS, MADE
'WASH SILK IN
BLE COLORS;
$3.50; WILL GO

50C

LOT 4 CONSISTS OF 6 8TYLE8 OF COLORED WAISTS, AND OF 4 DIFFERENT
STYLES OF WHITE WAISTS; ALL 8TYLI8H
AND DESIRABLE; 80LD UP TO
1.75; WILL GO AT ONLY....

WE 8HALL CONTINUE SALE ill WASH
8KIRTS ONE WEEK LONGER; THIS MEANS,
YOU
CAN BUY A NICE STYLISH, WHITE
PIQUE, COLORED PIQUE, OR LINEN SKIRT
AT LESS THAN MATERIAL TO MAKE THEM
WILL COOT.

s

Good enough

'

LOTS 5 AND 6 TAKE IN ALL OUR BEST
COLORED WAISTS, WHICH SOLD UP TO $2.00
8TYLES OF
4 DIFFERENT
AND ABOUT
WHITE WAISTS; YOU WILL FIND SOME EX
QUISITE STYLES AMONG THEM;
WILL GO AT SNLY

$1.00

LOTS 7 AND 8 CON8IST
WAISTS, OPEN BACK AND
DIFFERENT STYLE8 TO
SOLD UP TO $2.50; WILL
AT ONLY

GO

1

J.

Imperial Laundry

.r.'.'W

STOCK OF LADIES' PARA- SOL8 DIVIDED INTO 3 LOTS:
OUR ENTIRE

$i 50

LOT

1

'UP TO

SOLD

$2.25, ONLY

Hi

1..S1.00

m

...... $240 w
8
ONLY ....... .$340
z
o

LOT 2 SOLD UP TO $3.50, ONLY..
LOT 3 80LD UP TO $7.50,

LOTS 0 AND 10 TAKE IN ALL OUR BE8T
WAIST8 IN WHITE AND COLORED, WHICH
SOLD UP TO $6.00; WILL GO
.
AT ONLY

CHILDREN'S

$2.00

Mausard's Mills,
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico
FLOUR AND BhnN IN CARLOAD
"LOTS A SPECIALTY.
New Mexico
Albuquerque,

PARASOLS

REDUCED

I N

PROPORTION.

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

YELLOWSTONE
PARK
That's a good place to spend the summer.
Cool and delightful. The geysers, the colored pool, sad
the terrace building fountains make the park s real wonder.

TO

land.

,

:

v. ..

Folder on request

1

.

.

..

0
ERAS
A HEW

FAST TRfllll

illUlllipji!

Ticket Office 1039 17th St.

lite

,

Between 8t. Louis and Kansas City and

OKLAHOMA CITY

WICHITA,

L. H. SHOEMAKER

DEINISON,

205 West Gold avenue.

SHERMAN,

Next to First National Bank.

DALLAS

1 1

I

PARASOL
STOCK

OF ONLY WHITE
FRONT; ABOUT 4
SELECT FROM;

toranyooay!

y

.,4J.UO

Wash Skirts

75

e

WHITE CHINA SILK
OF FINE QUALITY KAI KAI
ALL THE STYLISH DESIRA80LD UP TO
AT ONLY
AND

FORT WORTH

and principal point In Texas and the South-ent- .
ThU train la new throughout anil Is
mails op of the fluest equipment, provide'!
with electrlo light and all othur nioduro
traveling coaveiueuoea. It run via our nun
oojnpleled

Red River Division.

very appllanoe known to modern car
ot this aervloe, Including
la the make-u- p

New

&.

Second Hand Furnitur

Stoves and Household Goods.
Re airing a Specialty.

Furniture stored and packed for
shipment Highest prices paid for
second-ban-

d

household goods.

butliliuK and railroading baa been employed

Cafe Observation Cars,
of Fred. Harvey.
naler tbn manaromeLt
ol
till Information a to rate and all
I-

s

a trip via thi new route will bo cheerfully
funilbbed, upon application, by any reprw- cuutlivo of the

B. A. SLEYSTER.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS 1114. CROMWELL BLOCK.
Automatic- - Telephone 174.
Subscribe tor The Daily Cltlaen.

G.:W. VALLERY,r6enerai:Agent,
DENVER.!

THE ALBUQUKRQUt DAILY ClTIz'EN, MONDAY. AUGUST
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evening for Albuquerque where she
CLASSIFIED ADS.
will visit with her mother.
of
C. W. Krous, superintendent
f
Note All classified advertisements
transportation for the Santa Fe at Invariably tells the condition of your or rather "liners," one cent
a word for
rtomach. If you do riot eat heartily and each insertion. Minimum charge
BX SPECIAL CORRESIHXNDEMT
passed through here
for
Jopeka,
Undertakers and Embalmers
1th his family en route enjoy It. your stomach Is out of order. any classified advertisements, 16 cents.
StomTry
a
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tr. the coast.
who was armed with a ahot gun, claims
Special Correspondence.
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capture
by
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'
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the
hoeor
the
8.
M,
N.
The
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Saturday evening after a few ment. Your apetite will return, your fice not later than I o'clock p. m.
;
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and
digested,
man
by
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through
Insane
the
will
the
food
properly
be
Vegas.
Brith" Cemeteries.
days In Las
Qulen Sabo" rijb frcni Ariaona and door
LOST.
while the man still held a gun In
even- vour health In general will be better.
Saturday
Rapp
returned
I.
H.
here today
Albuquerque
his hand. When taken Schmidt still ing from Trinidad. Colorado, where It cures Belching, Insomnia. Headache, L08T A satchel purse, between
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.
e
In their Mexican uniforms had three loads In his gun and it Is the
he has been the past week on some I Indigestion, Dyspepsia and Constipa
and Second street, or between
and sombreros. They were met at the greatest wonder some one was not kill- contract
tion.
work.
Silver avenue on First street to
Poth rhones in our office
201 211 North Second Street.
station by th arrangement, flfl(d en- ed In. the melee. Mrs. Schmidt want
G. Adsten came back from
Capt.
E.
Sturges'
t
European. Liberal reward
Mdbars
Bentertainment committee,;
nearly frantic as they carried hectius-- his short trip to Wagon Mound on SatHOSTETTER'S
will be given to finder. Purse conjamin, Plttlnger and Lauback and, band away, as people were yelling urday evening.
tains fancy handkerchief and some
with the Las Vokrs military band, es- "Shoot him," ""Shoot him,:' and ene
STOMACH BITTERS.
HONEST MEAT AND
Mrs. Tuttle. Mrs. .Kennedy and son.
money. Mrs. Joe Barnett.
corted them to the Castaneda dining feared for his life. After thsy iiad Frank,
Miss Nellie West, departand
and
shawl,
black
A
LOST
up
crocheted
filled
ttary
on
good
room, where
.. ' V
HONEST WEIGHT.
taken her husband away Mrs. Schmidt ed today for Dodgj City, Kansas, for ot court and were given their freeyellow. Finder please return to Mrs.
things with a tine claret punch for fainted and was carried Into the La an
dom.
extended visit.
Ed. Harsch and receive reward.
Our policy, is to give the best that
toasts. They remained here twenty-ik- Masters house where she was revived.
street railway
W. G. Hutchlns, of
C. L. and George Harris returned
minutes and the band kept up the It Is claimed that Schmidt was shoot- today from Sparks' ranch on the Pe- construction company,thesays he will be
money can buy, and there is no denymusic and cfcortd thrm back to their ing out of the window last night be- cos. They had some fine trout with gin erecting tha poles for the trolley
FOR RENT.
ing that better meat 'never came to
to the .tune of a tween 2 and 3 o'clock and that he has
bannered coat-he"knocker" on Monday.
of
benefit
their
the
for
them
rooms
with
Furnished
town
RENT
twenty-threFOR
e
that what can be had at Wm.
Hot Time." There were
been on a rampage for a day or two friends.
Sam Landls and Enoch Rogers re
bath. Enquire No. 613 West Fruit
Whether it is toasts,' steaks, '
Farr's.
members from Albuquerque. and two He seemed to have a special desire to
avenue.
Moss Kefford was taken In tow to- turned Saturday evening from their
ladies. From t'.ie southwest there were kill Policeman Curtrlght, as it was day by the police for being drunk and trip at Tecolote. Landls reports the FOR RENT 7 room house, 208 North
chops or anyi cut whatsoever, you get
nineteen other members." and a Jolly Curtrlght who arrested him last spring disorderly.
Arno. Wm. Kleke.
meat that la- fresh, Juicy, tender and
killing of a big bear Thursday.
"hot and dry" crowd it was:.. The loca! for stealing some hose out of J. S.
night for Colored J
by the Man- FOR RENT Two or three furnished
Long
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The
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Invitation
delicious, and ourj'prlces are always.
rooms for house keeping. 213 South
committee took dinner with the' visit- Duncan's yard and for which Schmidt Springs for a visit.
dolin club Friday night at Monte Carlo
satisfactory.
B. was acquitted.
street.
Third
ers, covers being laid for nfty-flvTom Fox got one of his hands badly hall was a most pleasant affair. Quite FOR RENT Furnished room in priRuppe.of Albuquerque, opened up with
Schmidt was taken to Jail, raved burned Saturday morning. He was a crowd participated.
vate family, with bath. 616 iiorth
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by
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to
short toact, which
fearfully and keeps up a chatter all filling one ot the patent cigar lighters
L. H.. Hall returned Saturday from
Second street.
TW B. Bunker. George Odgen, of El the time. Dr. Black went Out to see lu O. L. Gregory's when a spark In his trip to
r.
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lodge 408, the local one;- cal attention, and the doctor will wait txplode and drenched the hand with supply of grass for grazing.
The poFtofllce on the west side is to until he quiets down. He has not been burning gasoline. The force of the
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up
consider
be remodeled and nxed
Went to Visit His Sister,
at work at Sporleder's but a day 'for explosion of the bottle was very great
1 wish to sell
RENT
OR
SALE
FOR
ur carpets have attained in popular
'
My. A fine oak delivery window is to ever a week. Mr. Sporleder has never
A. J. Cottlngham went to Washing
nnd one of the show cases was shat- ton County,
or rent a seven room house with favor will not be lowered by the new
Ark., to see his sister and
be put In. all the boxes .are to be paint noticed anything that would indicate tered.
17 acres of land on Pecos river. In
dis- stock we've just laid In.
while there was taken with flux lays
ed and the offices generally rearranged that the man was off mentally, but his
the reserve; best climate for lung play of floor coverings everFinest
Hon. Jerry Leahy, of Raton, was entery) and was very bad oft. He
shown by
tor the better.
Ad
hotel.
for
location
fine
wife said he had a similar spell, only here yesterday and says the oil well decided to
trouble:
try Chamberlain's Colic,
Marcelino Martinet Is sick at home. lighter, about a year ago, and she bad
dress Vlles Ranch, Wlliis postofflce. us. The assortment includes newest
is going to China as fast as pos- Cnolera and Diarrhoea Remedy and
Rich
deiignt and daintiest effects.
via Glorleta, New Mexico.
He had a narrow escape Trom blood noticed that he was not quite right for there
2.250 feet anl was so much pleased with the prompt
They
down
are
sible.
poisoning, after running a nail in his the last three months. It has been re- the indications are still good for oil. A cure which It effected, that he wrote FOR SALE A good Jersey cow, very and beautiful colorings. And they're
"
gentle; 304 South Edith street.
durable as well as handsome. Remarkfoot.
.
ported by some persons who know him peculiarity of the rocks brought up Is the manufactures a letter In praise of
,
Hon. EuRenio Romero feft pst sight that he was addicted to the use of nrfbr that they are very hot, and steam their medicine. Mr. Cottlngham re- FOR SALE Well paying confection ably low priced, too. Surpassing car
store In good location. Party pet values.
lor Santa Fe on a short business trip phine, and it seems pretty sure that when they cbme in contact with water. sides at Lockland, Ark. This remedy ery
leaving town. AddreBS Y. Z Citiby
druggists.
Is
sale
for
all
Sheriff Romero returned last even this is the cause of the trouble.'
Cast or easy payments.
It Is the natural temperature in the
zen office.
o
to L" Ctenta canyon
lnr from a trip looking
.Mr. . Johnson hasn't been turped around, the drillers claim, and the
very
livery
good
outfit
The Southwestern Brewerv and Ice FOR SALE A
after the sale loose. He is still In jail and will have heat is not caused by friction of the CPmpany
i where he was
Co.
with
w8a to announce to the out- - cheap; a chance gofor a man
of a number of cattle on. the Parker to answer tomorrow afternoon for the drill.
Into business;
small means to
prepared
now
public
are
they
side
that
End
Viaduct
West
"Wells ranch. Mr. Rom or a Is today
have other business to look after Cor Second Street and Gold Avenue
loss of a couple of grips he was given
George Flaherty, a railroad man and tc furnish Ice in carload lots and at
"bit under the weather, not being able charge of by; a. drummer at Albuquerand must sell. For further informs
the Utah- - moderate prices. All correspondence
from
pitcher
Cheyenne
tlon apply to John F. Williams, Cer
to attend to business. '
que to take through to La Junta tor Wyoming league, has been Bignea oy promptly answered.
OCOOCXOOCXX
rlllos. N. M.
Frank Roy add Francis Coyote haye him, and for which he was paid 50 Manager Twitchell. He win go in tne
o
'
FOR SALE A forty acre ranch near
returned from their bear hunt up near cents. Peter Johnson is a, Santa Fe box Monday against Raton. A catcher
Notice,
railroad: 20 acres in fruit trees ana
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
Taos. They say they saw plenty of colored porter, and hla run. ends .here, named Moran has also been signed,
vines: 400 shade and ornamental
any.
get
Mr.
cents.
not
city
25
Short
16
In
and
thevdld
at
but
the
though he offered to take the grips and this will make an "all Irish" bat
trees; good pure water from a sixty
6
up.'
up
North
In
orders,
cents
game
First
that
thick
Ill
Koy reports the
through for the drummer to, La Junta. tery.
foot well: good adobe residence ana
DRUGGIST
street.
country. The beaf are" plentiful, and He failed to turn the grips oVer to an
outhouses. For particulars inquire
Guv Gatchel had an operation per
at The Citizen office,
, "Use deer alBO quite, numerous
appendicitis Saturday af
other porter here to forward and there
Knox Fall Styles.
Wjods ire here la where he made the mistake that formed for
FOR SALE Several beartiiul homes
J. M. and W. iLlAtiona,Jvery
for
our
successful..
hats
Knox
was
have
received
We
and
It
ternoon
- having
and city lots. These are bargains
from ' Tombstone,,
caused his arest.
Pedro Chaves and Mrs. Vicente LU- - fall, 1902, and are showing some beauand must be seen to te appreciated
made' the trip overlaftdii They are en
Annie Smith has transferred to Fe Jan, the eloping couple trom Cerrlllos. tiful shapes In both stiff and soft hats,
No trouble to show property. See
in
route to Clayton to locate some land. .. lix Martinez a parcel of land in block Saturday gave bond in the sum or suu $2.50 to $5.00. Simon Stern, the Rail
Jno. W. McQnade.
Charles Dougherty and family re-"- 14 In East Las Vegas. Consideration, each for their appearance at next term read avenue clothier,
SALE: Several hundreds pound
FOR
turned last night from their trip up on 1450.
O
of bran new brevier and small pica
The Southwestern Brewery and Ice
Rio Pueblo, where, they camped
the
good type stands, tables, etc. In fact
The next ball team to play here will
'
says
company have completed their new ice
reveral weeks. Mr. Dougherty
a country newspaper outfit furnishbe the Raton club. They will play
the fish and game are plenteous there, Sundav and Monday, and will come
ed. Inquire or address The Citizen
lungs sore and weak plant and are now prepared to supply
vour
reta
It is strengthened for a battle royal and
with "TMamond Ice," made
. as it is so far front' civilization
pares the way lor pneumonia or the public
and
"
sportsmen.
pure
for
water.
Watch
distilled
ot overrun with
WANTED.
try to keep the lead they gained the consumption, Or both. Acksr'a Eng. from
exxxxxxxxxooor
Mrs.' A. R. Qulnley had a narrow, es-- first part of July. The citizens here li.h Raniidv will stop tne cougn in b the new wagon.
at
class
A
first
waiter
WANTED
cape from h Bartons accident while seem to appreciate having a good ball day and heal your lungs. It will 6nre
Jfthntton'a fttani t1ne.
once. Apply at Rico cafe, North
nilnn. asthma, bronchitis andy '
out dove hunting yesterday evening team, and as long as the enthusiasm
Will leave every Tuesday mornlns
rosuiTc-lFirBt street.
i
lung
'gun,
irouoies.
and
is
which
all
throat
Hef
husband.
"her
games
with
lasts, so long will there be good
guaranteed, and money refunded if for the Jemex Hot Springs and retum WANTED A position by young man
breech, here. "An effort Is being made to get
a Una Parker, exploded at the- open
Thursdays.
on
regular
samtrip
One
not satisfied. Write to us for free
of excellent qualifications and well
at Santa Fe for the 17th.
tearing both barrels entirely
ple. W. H. Hooker & Co.. Buffalo, N. week and extra trips when ordered,
bookAssistant
recommended.
. the lock.
i.
European
Sturges
.Mrs. Qulalejr.wa badly pow.
at
Leave
pitcher,
orders
young
ana
a.
n
Co.,
Charles Rhodes, the,
Y. J. H. O'Rlelly
'
keeper or clck In store preferred.
tel.
JAa. T. JOHNSTON.
cer burned and the- - right ear was so has declined the Albuquerque offer to Brlggs fc Co.
Address H, this office.
expjqsion ciay with them against Lamar. Char
: badly hurt from, the tairflc
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
WANTED Glllman wants 10 carpenit nur cause a sliKht deafness. The lie Is saving himself and giving the
of
the
ters for DawBon.
cause of the xploslon was an over local team thebeneflt of bis good work.
Manager tor new branch
WANTED
disloaded shell with a new
school
Pablo Jaramillo, clerk of
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
of our business here In Albuquerque.
powder. The firing ot one shell ex trict No. 4 in old town, is 'making a
'
Address at once, with references,
itloded the other.
At Albaquerque, in the Territory of
census of the school children in the
Alfred Morris, wholesaler, CincinBusiat
Mexico,,
The washout on tbe Santa Fe Is be district the boys under twenty and
close
of
the
iew
nati, Ohio.
tween Lamar and' Robinson, and tnere the girls under eighteen.
He est!
ness, July 16, 1902.
Girl to do general houseWANTED
out.
washed
track
eonslderable
500.
is
mates the count will be close to
RESOURCES.
B. S. Rodey.
Mrs.
work.
1
get
No.'
to
allow
not
which will
Loans and discounts ....$1,058,951 40
WANTED At once, a number ot
through until very late today ,'lf at all
Overdrafts,
and
secured
Correspondence.
bridge carpenters to work on the
.There is a sort of water shed at this Special
26,795 20
unsecured
Santa Fe Central railroad. Apply
' portion of the road and there have
Lag Vegas, N. M., Aug. 10. The re
'
V. 3. Bonds to secure clr- at company's general office, Santa
tnere,
150,0,00
Schmidt,
wasnouts
00
culatlon
of
with
bad
Frank
number
a
in
been
action has set
Fe, or to August Relngardt, Kenne
U. S. Bonds to secure U.
No. S yesterday made her passengers the fellow who monkeyed with guns
dy, N. M.. via Gallsteo.
150,000
Deposits
00
S.
to try our
WANTED Customers
walk over the track for fear Jhe train Friday, and he Is quite sick in the Jail.
U.
12,000
S.
00
on
SSSS".
Premiums
Bonds
bread, pies, cakes, pastry ot every
might go down while grossing. . The
29
42,813
securities,
Stocks,
Monday
etc....
a
trial
delicious Ice cream.
description
and
water later rose again and took the The man will be given
Banking house, furniture
Be convinced that we supply the
track out There was a special through If be Is able to face the music. He is
39,000 00
and fixtures
best to be had In Albuquerque. New
belated
deadly
a
with
'the
charged with assault
though this morning with
Other real estate and
bakery, botn 'phones, oppoEngland
Cu :
mortgages owned
25,000 00
Crockery, Ranges. Stoves,
vaBsengers, they being transferred weapon with intent to kill, and the
Anthony Xydias,
postofflce.
site
' '
Due from National banks
chances are that he will either go to
ever the break.
Dronrletor.
(not reserve agents)... 263,112 48
' Thomas Mulhurn, 'lormerly tratn- - the asylum or to the penltenUary,
WANTED Gents' good second hand
banks
and
Due
from
State
the
now
Choctaw.
who
some
think
that
of
the
clothing,
'
There are
shoes and hats, 515 soutn
master here, but
66,493 85
bankers
Call or address R. J.
street
First
it, here renewing acquaintanceship and man waa not insane, and that he was
reapproved
Due from
Sweeney.
greeting old friends.
only badly excited by the appearance
314,929 98
serve agents
WANTED Five young men from Ber
. ,
Levi Hughes, a wool buyer of Santa of the marshal at his house yesterday
Cnecks and other cash
nalillo county at once to prepare tor
chasing
18,717
been
84
gun,
on
had
city
business.
items
he
Is
a
after
with
'Fe. in the
positions in the government ervlce.
clearingExchanges
tor
J..
had
and
and
houBe
C.
C. Robbjns
hla wife around the
H. W. Kelly,
Corres. Inst,
Apply to Inter-Stat82
13,947
house
,
Oroas returned yesterday. ; evening shot at her a couple ot times.
Cedar Rapids, la.
National
of
other
Notes
v WHALEBONE ROADWAGON
from their business trlpUo Springer,
It .was on. a complaint of a member
17,41 00
'.....
went
bunbiM
man
marshal
regular
a
was
the
MISCELLANEOUS.
There
Fractional paper enrr-.'.- " r .
2,338 67
cy, nickels and cents.
the lower end cf Railroad and Grand- there, as Mrs. Schmidt waa afraid
for distributing samples.
PAID
CASH
afvlolenee.
avenues shortly after 1 o'clock this
her husband would do her
Lawful money reserve in
,
Send stamp. Americas. Distributer.
bank, viz.:
trenoon. The hunt. wai for Wood-- AO She d6tr that he be kept ymler re
Kansaa City. Ma
72,344 00- Specie
Frank G. Schmidt, who has been run- straint. now. at least until he Is wet!
48,500
00
notes
Legal
tender
Is
doing.
Is
who
Thecause
Sage
Says:
and
house,
Jie
what
Russell
Fe
Santa
ning the
and knows
Redemption fund, with U.
not bow much you earn, but how
its
a shoemaker for C. H. Sporleder, has cf his actions toward his wife Is said
per
cent
S. treasurer (5
much you save that will enable you to
been off several days on account of tc be due to Jealousy, and he is addict
7,500 00
of circulation)
take it easy in your old age we can
aickness, and today he became crazed ed to certain drugs which unbalance
save you money on that bath sponge
he
Mowing
robe
in
mentally.
61
a
bath
$2,329,860
attired
him
and
Total
you intend to buy and on all other toi
44
shady
record
call
a
war
a
path
with
rather
started on the
Schmidt has
let articles. Fine bath sponges, zb ana
LIABILITIES.
moved
band.
in Trinidad, from whence he
bre Colts'B six uhouter In each.
35 cents. Page & Voorhees, prescrip
Oft
150,000
$
paid
Capital
in
stock
tion druggists, second door north ot
It was not long until be had a big here about ten months ago, and his ar
36,000 00
Surplus fund
postofflce.
crowd on tn run, dodging between rest here for larceny a few months
ex- profits,
less
Undivided
telegraph polea and behind trees and ago, despite tho fact that he was ac
.
paid.
16,401
taxes
14
and
penseB
In general getting a determined va quitted, gave him anything but an n- National bank notes out150,000 00
standing
moose on themselves. Policeman Curt- viable reputation.
HOTEL CLAIRE...
Due to other National
Floyd Coman and family were here
'right came alone on Railroad avenue
35,469 05
banks
about the time the battle started and yesterday from Salado, and he says
SANTA FE, N. M.
Due to State banks and
Mr. Schmidt, on s. elng him, turned on there are going to have oil in bis town
62
16,721
bankers
sing
very
long.
before
the Gattling and put three bullets
Individual deposits subject
Is Bunertiir to onlinarv vehicles in rvtrv tmalttv.
ELECTRIC
PROOF,
FIRE
Ing around bis head. Policeman Curt
A company of Boston capitalists
J'mmmitlU-- fnr their maximum comfort aud tlillity. AivumruH anstinst
882,013 67
to check
t
HEATED,
our flraWU
STEAM
LIGHTED,
them are unavailing to thou whiutv hid eiiMsriviice
Tight returned the volley and for a few have received a lot of One new drill
deTime certificates of
me, ami imt lih the chcao ktul.
1
LOCATED.
to
ready
Ia fot, rilsre
CENTRALLY
"
(wtllcy,
hat
always
business
We
about
aimuluta
the
are
Vf
Then
with
a
95.
and
759,043
machinery
ws
'.
death.
posit
duel for
ing
minutes it
( to have one i( our
amn iiuotetl at failure.
tMnltiitf com." ami havt
SANITARY
AND
BATHS
depU.
2,644
60
r.
Aaams
oil.
checks
Certified
Ktart the drill after
a crowd assembled and the police
THROUGHOUT.
PLUMBING
Cashier's checks outstandutized six men to aid in capturing the th eeneral manager, has been quite
ALBUQUERQUE,
ROOM
28,839 45SAMPLE
ing
LARGE
erased man, a tie was running amuck sick, but Is getting better now and he
deposits.:.
148,082
34
MEN.
United
NEW MEXICO.
States
COMMERCIAL
FOR
and shooting In all directions. When Intends sending the drill down 4,000
Deposits of U. S. disburs
EUROPEAN
OR
AMERICAN
will
wells
Several
necessary.
saw
cornered
he was being
Schmidt
feet. If
4,685 79
ing officers
COOCOCXDOCOCOCCCCCOOCJOOOOOO (XXXXXXXDOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
PLAN.
be ran through the back yard across be bored and the Indications are good.
if
pieces
S3.329.8G0 61
GEO. E. ELLIS,
Total
to J. C. La Masters' house, sevex&l of Mr. Coman h a couple of
Territory of New Mexico, County of
him that are stroagiy., yn
the men who had guns asking snot at rbvt-wttfProprietor and Owner.
Bernalillo, ss: '
bim as he went, sod knocking a the
OwyS4K4KOs4K4K4
I, Frank McKee, cashier of the
contemplates takJI
M.i.trei-Twitrh&back door waa admitted. Once inside
Uswlta tKe Medical 'DpHiMk4f the
above-named
bank, do solemnly swear
be calmed down a minute, but as ne ing the local ball team on a tour ex
States AMynst Navjraarwsec,
Itettsd
is
true
to
statement
above
the
the
that
USE,
FAMILY
FOR
nrtin from Lamar, Colo., to El Paso
saw the crowd Hosltg in around the
my knowledge and belief.
of
best
recoyntzed
atialent
the
CONVALESCENTS
ftrt month. They will play all the"
bouse he turned loose a couple of shots
FRANK McKEE, Cashier.
AND INVALIDS.
Recommended by the best
311 South First street
market
the
Is
the
It
present
s
me-thiAt
to
sworn
before
Subscribed and
through th window. He was then teams en route.
medical authority in the land.
FRANK VAJO, PROPRIETOR.
17th day of July, 1902.
beld by one i.t the women of the house Intention to get as many games in Las
RAYNOLD3,
F.
HERBERT
'
and Mr. I a. Matt erg and a crowd soon Vegas as possible.
,
Notary Public.
The best of liquors served to pat
Sold exclusively by
Mrs. Harden, who has been visiting
burst In the door,, overpowered the
'
Attest:
Correct
weeks
five
past
carried
fairly wild man and he was
rons of the bar.
back in Iowa for the
WHOLESALE I IQI'OB DEALVB9
S. RAYNOLDS,
JOSHUA
OALll Y, , M. .
out fighting and dumped Into sr. ex- and attending a sick father, returned
HERBERT F. RAYNOLDS,
large rooms, everything bran
Nice
Vegaa.
1- 5press wagon and taken to jiiil. F, Ji. Saturday evening to Las
A. B. McMlLLEN,
'
(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXDOOOCOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
Bmltb, a boiler iLkkt-- r from Calorado,
. Directors
Miss Minnie WlUlami left Saturday.
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117 West Railroad Avenue. '

Twenty years experience prescription trade.
Refer to Albuquerque physicians' generally.

B-l-

It's Just a Cough

Autoi 'Phone 458
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Colorado 'Phone 63
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-

.

nitro-glycerl-
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Albuquerque Hardware Company

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

AUGUST

What Istue Useeat
of suffering from

5

11 1902

BUSINESS LOCALS.

'?
22
Keep your eye on Demln.
Demlng baa Just been Incorporated. 3
Economise by trading at The Econo
mist.
Demlng. the teat of the n;w county
of Luna.
i)emlng has Increased SO per cent In
305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING
population in four years.
Demicsj Is the great mining center
Headquarter for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanketa and
of the southwest.
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
House Furnishing Goods..
Investments In Demlnt lota will
double and treble In one year.
Let us flgur on your plumbing. Al- WALL
HERDERS
Death. of i a Miner.
bunueraue Hardware company.
Edward O'Malley, a young man, who
WEDQE
X
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
fllNERS,
came to Ainuquerque about two all kinds. Albuquerque Harware cou-panmonths ago from Coal Hill, Ark., died
AND WAGON. COVERS.
.
It L
Saturday at the St. Joseph sanitarium,
Tin, galvanized
If its from Our excellent and well
Iron and coppei
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
after a long standing case of consump work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
tion. The deceased was 20 years old ny.
3 selected sotck Is sure to be admired
and a coal miner by trade. The reyour
get
la
Klelnwort's
place
to
the
mains were moved to O. W. Strong & nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice 2 by those who pretend to be 3udges
Sons' undertaking parlors, where they meat
were prepared for burial. The young
Bring In your tinware and hare it
' of good floor coverings.
Our stock !
man was a member of tbe Odd Fellows repaired. Albuquerque Hardware comf
ALBUQUERQUE .
lodge and an escort from the local pany.
rugs,
carpets,
of
linoleum,
'art
lodge accompanied the body to the
Demlng
now a large ice plant
grave this morning. ' Interment was at and electricbaalight
system under consquares, Chinese and Japanese mat-cemetery.
A
Fairview
brother of the tract
MANUFACTURERS OF
V.i
.;
ps.
deceased, who was expected here to
Demlng
In
the demand for rental
quality
tings
of
are
the
best
and'
funeral,
did
not
Mouldings,
attend
the
arrive.
Doors,
Store Fronts,
houses la five times In excess of the
Sash,.
.
supply.
V-'- :
Foley's Kidney Cure Is a medicine
Office and Store Fixtures.
g
latest patterns and our prices
Demlng
an
abundance
of
has
water
free from poisons and wili cure any for irrigating vineyards,
Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kinds to Order.
orchards, or
'
case of kidney disease that is not be- gardens.
".yfa
not W be competed with..
Mail Order Solicited.
..
yond
reach
of
t
the
medicine..
'
Buy
build
and
403 SOUTH FIRST STREET. , .
in
lots
Your
o
Demin.
.
rental returns will be 20 per cent on
Here From Italy.
Charles Grande, proprietor of the the investment.
Orders taken for every known make
White House saloon, was agreeably
1
surprised Saturday night by the arri- of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
val of a brother and family, who came Hardware company.
"OLD RELIABLE
ESTABLISHED IBJi
from their sunny home In far Italy.
We sell more shoes than all other
They were not expected and Mr. stores combined. You know the rea
.
.
Grande could not believe his eyes son. Leon B. Stern.
Is a most Important factor in tbe
Just received a large shlnment of
when the new comers marched into
Jewelry worn, and best results are
his place of business on First gtreet, Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert
obtained from artist! o designs and
proceeded by Depot Master Barton. raber, 3U5 Railroad avenue.
Demlng neeas one hundred new
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooch
None of Mr. Grande's visiting relatives
can speak English and as they were houses to supply the demand, and
es, pins, etc, are of that high art'
needs them now. This demand con'
and quality found only in jewelry of
not expected nobody was at the train tinues
Carries (be LwfMt
' Flour, Grain
.
to grow.
aa risct BstMaJv
the finest make.
to meet them. Officer Barton saw that
Stock!
Demlng ships over 100,000 head of
Provisions.
..
and
they were confused, guessed their na,.i
.
SUpleOrocerlec
cattle annually; Is the center of the
:w
tive tongue and beckoned them to fol greatest breeding region
Hum MatkweM.-- '
Car lets sspalty.
southin
the
low him to the White House, where west and cattle men all know this.
!"J
JEWELER.
an Interpreter could be found.
Mr.
FREIQHT
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
WAGONS.
AND
FARH
Watch Inspector A--, T. & S. F.
Foley's Kidney Cure will cure all Barton said that he came near tainting 205 South First street, over the
j i.l
and S. F. P. Railroads. - .
Albuquerque
diseases arising from disordered kid-ne- j when the Grande's embraced.
Hyde Exploring Expedition
atore,
Railroad Avenue
B or bladder.
is prepared
give
thorough
to
When Other Medicines Have Failed
scalp
treatment, do hair dress
Police Court.
Take Foley's Kidney Cure.
It has ing, treat corns, bunions and indisap
everything
else has
The spirits in a couple of booze- cured when
growing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bam
fighters got mixed in a down town re- pointed. Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
DeUer Is
sort Saturday night, and were fined $5 Weds Daughter of President Warren. bini s own preparations of complexion
cream builds up the skin and Improves
Successor to Balling Bros.
each in Justice Borchert's court this
Boston, Mass., Aug. 11. An event the complcs4on, and are guaranteed
.
morning.
today
note
socfa?
on
of
calendar
the
not to be Injurious. She also prepares
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
was the wedding of Dr. George A. a hair tonic that cures and prevents
Shatters All Records.
'
;
s.
' Twice in hospital, r. A. Gulledge, Wilson and Miss Winifred Warren at dandruff and hair falling out; restores
.
We desire patronage, and we
06 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, Verbana, Ala., paid a vast sum to doc Hyannis Port. The brida is 'the daugh- life to dead hair; removes molea,
guarantee fin class baking.
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-peand superfluous hair. Give her
207 8. First street, Albuquerque, N. M
tors to cure a severe case of ..piles, ter of President William Warren of awarts
ALBUQUERQUE, tl. II.
trial, bhe also has a very fine tooth
and Santa Fe. Railway Companies. '
causing 24 tumors. When all failed. Boston University while Dr. Wilson powder,
guarantees
which
she
be
to
soon
cured is a well known .educator, occuping
Bucklen's Arnica Salve
from all metallic substances. It
i '. . . . $$00,000.00
Authorized Capital
him. Subdues infiamatton, conquers the chair of philosophy at Syracuse free
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
. . .$200,000.00
.
profits.
aches, kills pains. Best salve In the University.
and
Surplus
Capital,
up
Paid
and
makes
.,
the teeth clean and white.
world.. 26c. at al) druggists.
' ;i
;,
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:,..- It is .highly recommended by all first
Itching piles? Never mind if every c'ats dentists. Also a face powder, a
Flournoyi
vice
presi-- M.
W.
president;
Raynolds,
S.
Feast at Bernalillo.
Joshua
Try freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
'
A' large delegation of Albuquerque thing else failed t6 cure you.
,
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
cure. All of these preparations are
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
people attended the fiesta which was Doan's Ointment: No failure there; 50 purely vegetable compounds Give her
McMillan.
B.
A
Raynolds,
H. F.
held at Bernalillo yesterday. It was a cents,, at any drug store.
a trial. Automatic telephone 490.
gala day for the people of that place
'
Notaries Public
The Suit Bargain of the Season.
In honor of their patron saint, San
The following notaries public have ' 75 dozen of the nicest Wilson Bro.'s
plazas
of been appointed by Governor Otero: R
Lorenzo. The streets and
V.
and madras negligee shirts,
the little city were filled with crowds M. Mayers, Las Cruces, Dona Ana percale
of people, who came for miles up and county; Miss M. M. Gallegos, East Las worth 1.25 and 1.50, now on sale at
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WINES A COGNAC.
down the river to assist In the celebra- Vegas, San Miguel county; George A. 95 cents. Don't miss this opportunity.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager eerved. Simon Stern, the railroad avenue
The Old Albuquerque Tigers Kaseman,
tion.
Albuquerque,
Bernalillo
All errors of vision scientifically cor-I Kim jn3 Betf Imported and Domestlo Cigars
'
beat the Bernalillo boys in a base ball county; and Nepomuceno Torres, Kel clothier.
rected '
game, by a score of 13 to 0. Other ly, Socorro county.
8. T. VANN, DOCTOR OF OPTICS.
Prevailing Fad.
Tne
. y
wuh
sports were provided to please the peo
For the occult, the Mythical and ibe
8. VANN A 80N, JEWELER8.- Investigation of Charges.
ple.
astrological, has inspired a clever deSworn charges of malfeasance and
to utilize the Idea by producing
physic Chamberlain's misfeasance in office have been filed in signer
The best
a series of twelve unique and beautiful
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Easy to the office of the executive against Ra designs
i. i
for Wthday pillows. Zodiacal
take. Pleasant in effect. For sale by fael Romero, superintendent of public sign, the ruling planet, the gem
to be
all druggists.
instruction In Mora county. Governor worn, the appropriate flower,tbe astral
o
Otero named Monday, the 11th day colors and a jingling rhyme referring
HERMANN-DOD'
of August, for their investigation. The thereto, all well arranged and tinted in
ready to embroider. Price for
parties making the charges are at colors,
top and back, C5 cents, at the EconoDodd
Miss
Hermann
Fred.
Grace
and
Oar fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
Santa Fe with proofs and it is expect mist.
United in Marriage.
Native and Chicago Lumber.;
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do so we are
ed' that Superintendent Romero will
Saturday
afternoon,
The
after
Last
appear In person to defend himself.
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
Building
ALr,,l7oc.
O
Citizen had gone to press, the news
Our entire stock of colored par-- O Sherwin-Willia- ms
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE A SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
O asols, the finest selection In the O Covers More I Looks Best I Wears Long- SASH, DOORS, BLINDS, PLASTKU
It Needs a Tonic.
office that a very pretty
reached
this
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffee
There are times when your liver 0 city, will be sold at cost and be- - 0 est I Most Economical I Full Measure ! LIMB, CKMKJKT, GLASS, PAINT, KM
wedding bad taken place the afternoon
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
low. Golden Rule Dry Goods C
before at the residence of Col. and needs a tonic. Don't get purgatives 0 Company.
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque
0
0
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
gripe
De
weaken.
and
that
Witt'a
Lit
Allmquerque,
Mrs. A. A. Trimble in Old
Early
expel
poison
tie
all
Risers
from
As to teas. Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
their niece, Miss Grace Dodd, uniting the system and acts as tonic to the liv
In the territory.
herself In marriage to Fred. Hermann er. W. Scott. C21 Highland avenue,
The ceremony was performed by Rev Milton, Pa., say 8: "I have carried De
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
Robert Renlson, pastor of St. John's Witt's Little Early Risers with me for
Episcopal
church, and only the imme' several years and would not be without
W. Railroad Ave
The finest line of Liquor and Cigars
diate friends of the bride and her rela them." Small and easy to take. Purely
gupiE ifo club booi
,,v
They never gripe or dls AO patron and friends cordially Invittlveawjtejised. the cutmlnation'of the vegetable.
tress.
...
B.
Co,
Briggs
t
H.
IL
.t
ft
and
Iceberg."
J.
ed
to
Lunch
is
"The
visit
happy courtship . which icomieeaced O'RIelly
. .
Finest .
ft Co.
served every day.
shortly after MrJ Hermann was transWhiskies,
STEVE BALLING,
JOSEPH BARNETT,
ferred to this city in charge of .the. "Diamond Ice" Is not the only Ice
Brandies,
Proprietor.
ISO W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerqae.
Harvey news' department. The happy made but It Is absolutely pure and is
Wines, etc.
couple left yesterday morning for Chi manufactured by the Southwestern
MELINI & EAKIN
cago, their future home, and they took Brewery & Ice company.
along with them the best wishes of
WHOLESALE LIQUORS. CIGARS Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Residence, Automatic
'Phone 299
Knights of Pythias.
'
The Citizen for a long, happy and
No.
Telephone
Bell
115.
Lodge,
4,
Mineral
everything
No.
our
In
line
handle
We
(Incorporated)
married life.
Knights of Pythias All
Distillers Agents
members are requested to Special distributors Taylor ft Wlllia . t
Just Look at Her.
Whence came that sprightly step,
be present at their Castle
Louisville, Kentucky
WHOLESALE
faultless skin, rich, rosy complexion,
Hall on GolJ avenue at 8 111 ft.
St, Albuquerque, N. 1
First
smiling face. She looks good, feels
o'clock tonight. Visitors
pood. Here's her secrt-t- .
She uses Dr. welcomed.
King's New Life Pills. - Result,
Wool, Hides,
all
W. F. SWITZER. C. C.
organs active, digestion good, no headg
K
IS IT
D. E. PHILLIPS, K. of R. & S.
aches, no chance for "blues." Try
We handle
them yourself. Only 23c. at all drugRobert Miller, wlio drove the Ice
Telephone
gists.
K. C. Baking Powder,
wagon for the Crystal Ice company for g
Navajo Blankets,
eight
years,
charge
taken
ha3
of
the
The Quien Sabe.
8
Q
YOU WANT?
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
Curtice Canned Goods,
The big daily papers of Denver, new Ice wagon of the Southwestern
Brewery
and Ice company and will be H
QUICK AND RELIABLE!
Colorado Lard and Meats.
H
which reached the city last night, contained glaring write ups of the arrival pleased to serve his old customers
Ice. Look for the "Diamond Ice"
there of the Quien Sabe marching club with
Houses at
--AM
promin- wagon.
were
S THE COLORADO TELEPHONE g
made
articles
these
and
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAS
ent by half tone cuts of some of the
.ND TELEGRAPH CO.
The Whttson Music company has se- 2
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
g
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
The cured the agency for the Cbickering
members and group pictures.
ETA, N. M.
BEARRUP BROS. & CO.'
,
.
AlbuNews has named "Spot" Moore
pianos. We have received our first
querque's foremost clows. ; In its ar- shipment.
Musicians are invited to
rl
ticle, Come Estamos received the fol- call and see the genuine Cbickering W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
lowing mention:
,
I UIIVI VJ UIIU - WISH VI. Wf ,
J
fiano.
.. Sheriff Thos. S. Hubbeil ta one of th?
Second street, between Railroad and
'
'
o
,';'
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Copper avenue
most widely known and, popular man
Furniture
Repaired. Prompt service. Prices
in New Mexico. He Is as fearless In
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
strenuous times as he is genial In the reasonable. Futrelle Furniture com-any- . Horses and Mules bought and exchangWE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
piping times of peace, and has a numed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
Castings;
Ore,
aso
Coal
B
on
and
gun.
and
HIDES, SKINS AND FUJIS.'
IroB
Lumber Cars; Shaftings. Pulleys,
the stock of bis
ber of notches
Transfer Stable
F. A. Jones, E. M., C. E.
Everywhere he is known as "Como EsGrade .bars. Babbit Motal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
IN
TURNOUTS
THE CITY
BEST
First-clas- s
Consulting Mining Engineer
work done and satisfaction ' guaranteed
tamos." He is one of the most en'
Repairs on. Mining and Mm Machinery a Specialty.
Field
S. Geological Survey
U.
assistant
thusiastic members of the AlbuquerPlease write us for prices. i
Address W. L. TRIMBLE ft CO,
Albuquerque. N. M.
FOUNDRY 8IDB RAILROAD TRACK, ALSCQUIRQUE,
.
H. M,
que lodge of Elks.
Correspondence solicited. .
Albuquerque, N. H.
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DECORATIVE
EFFECT

T. Y. MAYNARD,

PIONEER BAKERY

M. F. Lyons, the accommodating
clerk behind the silk counter at The
Economist, has returned from an extended trip to several Important eastern cities.
,
The Woman's Relief Corps will meet
at the Knights of Pythias hall Tuesday, August 12, at 2:30 p. m. Full attendance desired. By order of the
president.
Temperance
Whltcomb,
secretary.
Yt. P. Oumaer, of Racine, Wis., salesman for the famous Racine wagon, is
la the city. His home Is now in Denver and is an old time friend of H. L.
Dunning, foreman of The CltUen Job
department.
A. B. HoliBon, who represents the
Kansas City Star In the southwest,
came in from the south this morning
and will leave tonight for Las Vegas.
He is on his way to the home office at
Kansas City, to make his report.
Wm. Palmer, of Rincon, Is in the
city. Mr. Palmer is the inventor of a
telegraph and telephone service and Is
Just returning from New York and Chicago, where he has been placing his Invention before the public. He expects
to go to Rtncon tonight.
The Electric Light company received and placed In position in the down
town district a new 200 lighter transformer and havQ two more in transit.
The service Is being improved as rapidly as possible in both the business
and residence portions of the city.
Regular meeting O. K. Warren post
No. 5, Grand Army of the Republic,
will meet Tuesday evening, August 12,
at 7:30 p. m. at Knights of Pythias
hall. A full attendance desired. Business of Importance and muBter. J. W.
Edwards, commander. W. W. McDon
ald, adjutant.
Ben Jaffa has received a letter from
his brother, who is a member of the
Quien Sabe club and bound for Salt
Lake City, stating that it was still "hot
and dry" and everybody having a good
time. The letter was written while the
members of the club were being entertained at Denver.

Infllgt-ttlo-

If you

what you want, or oi starving yourself
to avoid such distress? Acker's Dyspepsia Tablets tsken after eating will
digest your food perfectly and free
you from all the disagreeable symptoms of Indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat
what you want at any time and take an
Positively
Acker tablet afterward.
guaranteed. Your money will always
be refunded if yor. are not satlsfiod.
Write to s for- a free sample. W. H.
Hooker ft Co..- Buffalo.. N. Y. J. H.
O'RIelly & Co., and B. H. Briggs & Co.
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gave ftfoe ffiyyram)
All stomach and bowel troubles la child or adult are
due to a slnftlo cause Indigestion.
Flux, colic, cholera morbus, diarrhoea, dysentery and
all com plaints of like nature, are the nwultof undigested
foods fermenting In the stomach. The only way to

prevent fever and to cure such troubles without injury
to the membranes lining the stomach Is to restore
perfect digestion.

ctOPOL sr.';.. E.t

Kodol is the new discovery which cures all stomach
and bowel troubles by removing the cause. Thl s famous
remedy checks fermentation. h
weetens thestomach. Kodol digests all classes of food and gives to the body
all of the nourishment, health and strength it contains.
Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia and all Stomaoh Troubles.
"Kodol Dyjprs Core li lurt the thing tor dynpopsla and stomach troubles. t has
tilpd mem')rthaniTtbinKiUe In a long standing cut of catarrh of the stomach."
llVi N. Y.
only hy E.

Oscar king, 'hfrr
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Bold hy aU dealora.
remy tor cough., coldi, croup,
grippe, throat ana lung troubles.
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New Mexico Towns
RATON IN PARAGRAPH.
Batch of Interesting Notes About the
People of the Gate City.
From the Rang?.
' Miss Myrtle Kirkpatrlck and brother
Roy left for a few weeks' visit with
friends at Santa Fe and Las Vegas..
A Kansas lady nas Deen appointed
principal of the south side school with
Miss Anna Burnam as assistant in the

high

school.
Miss Lizxie

Horneman, who has
been teaching the summer school at
Johnson park, has been given a position In the Raton schools.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Mendenhall have
returned from Illinois and have gone
to .housekeeping in one of the pretty
Lyon cottages on Cook avenue.
The broken part of the oil well ma-- chinery has been repaired and work
is again in progress. The drill Is
down 2,200 feet at this writing and is
Etill in the hard rock which was encountered more than a week ago.
Miss Lulu Wlllett. of Louisville,
Ky.. sister of Rev. J. O. Wlllett, pastor
of the Baptist church, arrived In the
city, being called here by the critical
state of health of Mrs. Wlllett.
Tom Burns end Mr. Lewis bad a
narrow escape from drowning Tuesday during the storm, in returning
from Mr. Burns' ranch. They were
forced to abandon the buggy in an
arroyo' but rescued the team.
H. J. Reiling. manager of the Oro
Dredging company of Elizabethtown,
which is sending about a thousand
dollars' worth of gold a day to the
Denver mint, stopped over between
trains Saturday on his way home from
Denver.
Joseph W. Stivers, wife and two
Children lof Stafford, Kas., are paying
visit to C. E. Stivers and family, arriving Thursday. Joe Stivers is the
younger brother of the editor of the
Range and is conducting a drug and
Stationery business in Stafford.
T. L. O'Connor and Miss Maggie
Bell, both of this city, were united in
marriage at the home of the bride's
parents, just eaBt of the city, Thursday night, Rev. Armstrong officiating.
A number of guests were present, an
elegant supper was served and the
affair was very pleasant throughout

-

From the Gazette.
Miss Helen Grey returned from a
Fe, San Marclal and Albuquerque.
The Albuquerque Citizen has again
Increased In size, no better evidence
prosperity could be furnished.
Mrs. George Hill, of Caldwell, Kas.,
. came
In last week and will do me
guest of Mrs. H. C. Quick during the
summer months.
,
Mrs. Fannie Chiles and son Willie,
cf Effington, Kas., are expected here
la a few days to make an extended
.visit to her sister, Mrs. J. H. Fisher.
The Watr Works company has issued an order directing that all water
used for irrigating purposes be stopped on account of the low supply now
prevailing.
Sunday school have
.The Baptistback
of the church to be
placed a tent
used by the infant class during warm
and
veathir. The little folks enjoythemprofit by bavins a house all to

visit to Santa

Hoosier Daisy."

Between fifteen and

twenty attractions have thus far been

booked.
John Onstott, the tall sycamore of
this section of Luna county, is holding
down Charlie Piper's portfolio at the
Southern Pacific depot during the letter's absence to the coast on a pleas-

ure trip.

Sheriff Baca left for Los Angeles,
where he will take into custody and
return to this, place the wife of a
prominent cattle man.
Rumor says
the lady skipped some time ago with
a neat bunch of her lord and master's
dinero.
While Dr. J. C. Hoffman, of Chicago,
was here he visited the ranch of Frank
Thurmond at Cambray, and was so
taken with what he saw that he at
once purchased the ranch and cattle.
The terms of the sale are private.
The base ball club has closed with
the Bisbee team for a matched game
to be played in this city September 3,
and the boys expect to' have a hard
game, if the reputation of the Bisbee
team for good ball playing can be relied upon.
Joe and Jake Whitmlre, who for
many years owned a fine bunch of cattle in the Animas valley, and who left
here some eleven months ago, returned after a pleasant visit to their old
home in Missouri.
Rev. W. J. McBean, pastor of the
Presbyterian church, officiated at a
quiet wedding Wednesday afternoon,
when he united in marriage J. R. Larson and Miss Olna Duncan of this
city. Mr. and Mrs. Larson have taken
up their residence In the Carr property next to the Presbyterian church.
The numerous friends of Mr. and
Mrs. A J. Plckarts, in this city, will
be sorry to learn that on last Thursday
Mr. Plckarts resigned the position
which he has for a number of years
past held with Clark & Co. that of
bookkeeper and head man of the firm
and that as soon as Mr. Clark can
secure a man to take his place, Mr.
and Mrs. Plckarts will go to Los Angeles to reside.
An old established and popular busi
ness house in this city is now sailing
under a new name, and Ralph Byron
Is receiving the congratulations of his
many friends. The new firm will here
after read "J. P. Byron & Son." Few
young men are taken "Trito partnership
as young as Ralph and we predict a
bright and prosperous business career
for him.

tensive ranges in the western part of
the county.
Mrs. John E. Griffith returned from
visit with relatives and friends at
her former home in Ohio.- Mr. Griffith
and Lena are expected to arrive in a
day or two.
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Grimes, of Ports
mouth, Ohio, were in the city between
trains on fnelr way to Magdalena,
here they will be the guests of Cap
tain and Mrs. A. B. Fitch.
J. J. Leeson, who is now agent for
Abran Abeyta in the management of
the Garcia opera house, has already
made dates with several theatrical
companies for entertainments in the
near future.
Mrs. W. H. Bryan and children of El
Paso, are guests of Miss Stella Ram
sey, of this city. Mrs. Bryan and fam-- v..
tin. nt itio fault finding?
ily are pleasantly remembered by the Tf t
him
many friends they made during their of a dyspeptic husband and leaves
is that be
dyspeptic
worst
The
of
the
recent short residence in Socorro.
does not realize hit own meanness. His
world is entirely out of perspective.
His Sight Threatened.
Dyspepsia and other diseases of the
"While picnicking last month my 11 stomach and organs of digestion and
year old boy was poisoned by some nutrition are perfectly and permanently
weed or plant, says W. H. Dibble, of cured by the use of Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery.
It cures the worst
Sioux City, Iowa. "He rubbed the poi
son off his bands into his eyes and for forms of the disease. It cures when all
while we were afraid he would lose other medicines have failed to benefit.
Accept no substitute for Dr. Fierce s
his sight. Finally a neighbor recommended De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve Gdtden Medical Discovery. There is no
The first application helped him and in other medicine for the stomach, blood
few days he was as well as ever." and lungs, which can show so wide and
'or skin disease, cuts, burns, scalds, wonderful a record ol cures, it always
wounds, insect bites, De Witt's Witch helps. It almost always cures.
t can aay to yoa, on bottle of your Golden
Hazel Salve is sure cure. Relieves
oiind and
Dicorry ha cured me yer
piles at once. Beware of counterfeits. Statical
with
well, after suftriti
two long
H. Brlggs & Co. anu J. H. O Rlelly
tomach dlmae." write Mr. W. H. IlnwweU, of

1
V

can You
Blame

Her

Co.
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SAN MARCIAL.

From the Bee.
The county school superintendent
will be asked to appoint J. A. Harlan
and H. Bonem to the vacancies on the
school board.
Surveyor King, who was associated
ith W. W. Jones a couple of years
ago, nas returned to San Marclal and
will resume the old surveying partnership for a time.
San Marclal is drawing a big trade
these days and is moving right along
in the march of progress. One reason
is because its business men are work
ing for the best interests of the town.
More improvements are in sight.
It is now time for things to begin
humming for the
great
Albuquerque fair. You have been
making money and doing much hard
work, therefore you can well afford to
enjoy a whole week's vacation at the
Albuquerque fair.
Mrs. J. R. Williams, who with her
two bright little boys has been a member of C. Anderson's family for the
past three months, accompanied Mr.
Hitchcock's family to California. Their
future home will be with Mr. Williams
at Long Beach.
Last week two rooms and a hall of
the ranch dwelling of Ed. W. Brown,
about thirty miles from San Marclal,
were destroyed by fire. Two ol his
hoys discovered the place on fire when
they were several miles away, and the
other members of the family absent.
They rode back and by hard work
saved two rooms of the burning struce

ture.

McA'lenville, Gaston Co., Nortn Carolina.
health la worth all the world to roe.
praiae you aa long at I live."
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Next Door to First National Bank.
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WINES

We have Just received a car of first class wines, the best and
product of California, consisting of

of all kinds on hand g
mining, real estate j

ana

loan

DianKS,

TOKAY, SHERRY, ANGELICA, MUSCATEL,

five cents each.

MALAGA, HOCK, JOHANNISBERGER,

These blanks are
very carefully
drawn, and are issued by authority.

In quarts and pints and which we will offer for the present month at
close prices to make room for another car which will arrive next
month. Also above wine In barrel lots at prices which we are sura
will suit parties who wish first class goods.

BACHECHI
107 and 109 8.

jo

GIOMI
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

IK00C0
RUPPE,

We

IB.

do shoddy work'
even at your price,
but i no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen
does.

J.

&

First Street,

jo

Will Not

Killing in Taos County,
Advices reach the city that on the
30th ultimo Antonio Trujillo, aged 23
ears, shot and killed a man named
Marcelo de Herrera at a place called
Valle de Costilla, over in Taos coun
ty.
It appears from the best accounts
at hand that Herrera ran his .horse
upon Trujillo, at the same time striking him with a whip and pulling a reHowever,
volver from his pocket.
Trujillo was the quicker of the two in
getting his revolver into action, with
the result that Herrera was shot dead
u his tracks.
The coroner's Jury which was lm
exonerated
mediately empannelleld
oung Trujillo from all responsibility
in the matter. Optic.

CATAWBA,
RUDES-HEIME-

CABINET AND BURGUNDY.

Type Faces
for cards, circulars,
leirer ueauB, enve
lopes, bill heads,
pampniets, era.

PORT,

RIESLING,

fin-e- st

ZINFANDEL, SAUTERNE, GUTEDEL,

The Latest

Good enough
for anybody!

o

WINES !

!

Blanks

BBsMsSsttsI

We sell the greatest of blood purl
Iters, Acker's Blood Ellxer, under a pos
itive guarantee.
It will cure chron- ond other blood poisons. If you
have eruptions or sores on your body,
or are pale, weak or run down, it is
Just what you need. We refund money
if you are not satisfied. 60 cents and
II. J. H. O'Rlelly & Co., and B. H.
Brlggs Ac Co.

PRESCRIPTIONS
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Telephone 143.

Albuquerque.

!

Railroad Avenue and Second 5treet. '

BelenANDRoller Mills
ELEVATOR

I Blank
Books

v.

The CITIZEN is
equipped to manu
facture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.
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Book
Binding
When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Wheat', write to
BELEN.'N. M.
JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

Books, magazines,
pamphlets, c a t a -logues, etc., bound
in any style lowest
rates. Satisfaction

The Union
Market

GOLD DUST

Albuquerque Abstract ' Company

The Citizen Job
Office is prepared to
turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.
Mail orders for

star: horse

,

AND

MANAGER OF

cloth-boun-

Filler

(ESTABLISHED 1883.)'

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING. PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
IN8URE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATE8. HOUSES RENTED. RENT8 COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS

Office

nt

Aul Havana

J100RE

M.

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

Citizen

I wul

Inality in its make up, has just been
finished by Dr. O. H. Bailey, of Yuma,
Ariz., for exhibition at the world's fair
In 1904. Dr. Bailey was engaged for
six months in preparing the cabinet.
The collection, which embraces nearly
of
500 specimens, is representative
every character of mineral rock known
In Yuma county. The cabinet Is about
4x5 feet, divided Into nine parts having 156 subdivisions for the same number of specimens. The top surface of
the outside frame is covered with mineral specimens, there being more than
300 separate pieces of rock on the four
sides, securely cemented to the wood
and so artistically arranged that the
various shades of color blend har
moniously. The sides of the frame are
covered with cream colored spar,
pounded up like coarse sand. Around
the inside of the frame in letters of
pulverized copper is the following:
Minerals from Yuma County, Ariz."

J.

The

Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
Adviser, in paper binding, is sentrw on
stamps to pay
receipt of ai one-ced
expense of mailing only, or if
volume is desired send Jl stamps.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

At Panama, Colombia, by Chamber
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
Dr. Chas. H. Utter, a prominent
physician of Panama, Colombia,' in a
recent letter states: "Last March I
had as a patient a young lady sixteen
years of age, who had a very bad attac. of dysentery. Everything I prescribed for her proved ineffectual and
she was growing worse every hour.
Her parents were sure she would die
She had become so weak that she
could not turn over in bed. What to
do at this critical moment was a study
for me, but I thought of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cnolera and Diarrhoea Remedy
A lazy liver makes a lazy man. Bur
and as a last resort prescribed It. The
most wonderful result was effected, dock Blood Bitters is the natural,
Within eight hours she was feeling never failing remedy1 for a lazy liver,
much better; inside of three days she
was upon her feet and at the end of
RICH EXHIBIT.
selves.
'FL 0ROD0RA' BANDS are
Mrs. A. A. Cochran and baby left one week was entirely well." For sale
'
k
Yuma County, Ariz., will Have Rare
value as tags from
f Tnneka. whore she will visit for by all druggists.
cfsame
Exhibit at World's Fair.
three mouths. She was accompanied
shoe.
SOCORRO.
A cabinet of rare and !eautlful ruin
by her little sister. Maud Craig, who
'SPEARHEAD'. 'STANDARD NAVY!
Cochran
great
orig
Mrs.
displaying
with
specimens,
home
eral
has made bit
From the Chieftain.
, 'OLD PEACH ft HONEr
for the latt two : cais.
MorFrank F. Smith left for his cattle "Let the COLD DUST twins do your work.'
Judgment has Ueu given John
T. 'Tobacco
and
I
row, et al, againtt James E. M'ner raitch near Montlcello. expects
soon
E.
Joseph
Smith
Mrs.
end wife, in t'ue Bum of 1536.80,
If the to visit her former home In Wisconsin
cmount due on a mortgage.
Joseph Wickham arrived at his home
orderBum 18 not paid, the property is
Douglas, Ariz.
ed to be sold. George and Catherine in Socorro from
Emil Katzensteln has accepted the
Hill, cf Raton. :.lso have a jucigmeiu
defendants for the position of messenger for the Western
ogaiuH the
pro-1b- o
L'uion.
cum o! lit", uu.l with the same
Mrs. D. Wells is visiting frlemTs in
ngaruiiii; mo of property.
207 West Gold Avenue.
the city on her way from Magdalena
Shellsburg,
to join her husband In El I'aso.
Henry L. Saituck ol
Mrs. E. C. liurdick and daughter,
Iowa, was ur. ,i .,f a stomach trouble
for
Mrs. C. A. Anient, of Demlng, bav
with which be U'1 Iftn afflicted
s
years, bv four box. s of Chamberlain
been In the city two or three days this
Use
Stomach and 1.1 v. r Tablets. He bad week.
i.reviouslv tried n.any other remedies
Mr. and Mrs. S. Michaelis, of Mag
aud a nuinl- -r of physicians without dalena, were in town on their way to
druggists.
by
all
bale
For
relief.
San Francisco for a month's vacation
to Boften hard water and do your
Kev. Joseph McConnell arrived i
DEMING.
the city from California, where he cleaning. No soap or ammonia is
greatly enjoyed an outing of several needed. GOLD DUST is the best
From the liiaihtMit.
Mrs. Will Clifford Is vlbltlng rela- weeks.
most economical cleaner
Hon. Sol Ijiina was out at his sheep quickest and
tives and fri. uds iu San Marclal aud
Magdalena the first known that will do your work and
west
of
ranches
Albuuueruue.
Mrs. W. 11. Greer is visiting relatives of the week. On his return Mr. Luna save your hands.
dry weather and short feed
WM. COETTINQ A CO, Pronrletoro.
and friends in Ixe Angeles, Cal., where reportedranches.
Made only by
on bis
she will remain lor some weeks.
i
C. 11. Elmendorf, of the American THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Jim Irvine unnounces that the theat-wAU kinds of Fresa Meats handled,
Chicago, Hew Tork. Boaton, 6t. Louu
BHaarm will onen the first week in Valley company, passed through the
Eautage making a specialty.
Haksrt of VAIST SOAP.
September with a production of "A city on his way to the company's ex

"f
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JT.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
A-LlVEEJ-

guaranteed.

Et.

Mailorders Receive Prompt Attention

We

Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching

0

501 North

Never

Albuqueraue Ntw Mesice.

Flrit Street

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and Grain.
Imported French and Italfan

Toti & Gradi

Disappoint

DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AND
Telephone 147.
t

Oooda.
LIODORS.

Free delivery to al

Sole agents for San Antonio Lima.
1

parts of the city.
J
lit.. Sit, ilT North Third Street
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Railroad Topics
The Great Northern Is to build a
$100,000 union depot At Helena.
A. L. McCreary. auditor of the Harvey eating house system, Is In the city
on business.
The Texas commission has accepted
the new Incorporation papers of the
Rock Island.
J. F. Huckle and wife, who visited
several Indian pueblos north of the
city, have returned.
Forty Pullmans were required to
carry the Knights of Pythias from Chicago to San Francisco.
Old Time Telegraphers and Historical association will meet at Salt Lake
September 10, 11 and 12.
I. L. Hibbard, division superintendent, out west, and his secretary, Ru-fu- s
Goodrich, were here yesterday.
Charles F. Whittlesey, the Santa Fe
railway architect, has returned to the
city from a business trip to El Paso.
Billy Hinkle left Socorro for San
Marclal, where he enters upon his duties as fireman on the Santa Fe road.
C. O. Young, the fire department Inspector of the Santa Fe road. Is now
at San Marclal, and from there will
go to El Paso.
T. Y. Maynard, Jeweler and watch
Inspector on the Rio Grande division
of the Santa Fe, Is down south inspecting watches.
The Southern Pacific has taken a
census of employes over 65 years old,
and has found that not an engineer or
conductor is of this age.
The Southern Pacific has made arrangements to have moving pictures of
various scenes from Texas life exhibited at the St. Louis exposition.
Engineer Lee Shellenberger expects
Mrs. Shellenberger to join him in San
Marclal shortly, when they Intend to
go to housekeeping in that town.
W. H. Matson, Jr., a well known official of the Santa Fe coast HneB, Is In
the city from California on a visit to
his parents, and brother, O. A. Mat-eo-

t

The family of Engineer Ed. Manning have moved to Albuquerque from
San Marclal to take advantage of the
splendid educational facilities of this
city.
Canada has hired J. A. L. Waddell,
of Kansas City, to build her a big
railway across the strait of
Canso between Cape Breton and Nova
Scotia.
Secretary of War Root has decided
that all army supplies shall be bid for
by the transcontinental roads. Heretofore the bonded roads have handled
the business.
packing
The Kansas
house produce was was fanned again
Saturday by the announcement of the
Santa Fe that it would carry live stock
for 12 cents per 100 pounds.
D. A. Sulier, the Santa Fe traveling
engineer
with headquarters at La
Junta, was here Saturday on business
connected with his duties. He was a
south bound passenger that night.
The New England roads are complaining about the per diem charge for
freight cars, and the western roads
have been asked how they like the new
system. The western lines are In favor
of the new scheme.
The site for the new depot at San
Martial was surveyed last week, and
Its construction will be hastened. The
ground opposite the postofflce block Is
the choice of the officials. Fifteen carpenters will complete the job In six
months.
The western railroads have decided
to meet the Santa Fe's rates on live
stock from Missouri river territory,
lines will meet
and the
the rates beyond the river making the
Chicago figure the local rate to the
Missouri river plus 12.
It is said that the site of the old San
Marclal depot is to be converted Into
a charming little park, where flowers
shall distribute their fragrant odors
and two or three attractive fountains
cast forth curved streamlets to further
beautify our lovely town and reflect
the generosity and friendship of the
railway company. Bee.
The Optic says: Porters Sims and
Clements were off duty today as witnesses in the Justice's court In the
case of Porter Johnson, who. It is
claimed, knows more than he cares to
tell concerning the disposition of two
valises entrusted to him In Albuquerque to be delivered in La Junta, the
party thinking Johnson ran through to
that Colorado city.
Wn)k on the grade of the Santa Fe
Central railway between the territorial
capital and Kennedy station and from
Kennedy station south, is being pushed
One hundred and
with great vigor.
sixty more teams and an increased
force of men will be put to work on
the grade by Wednesday. The management of the road Is now ready to
give contract for sections of grading
and railroad contractors will do well
to apply for information at the chief
offices of the road in Santa Fe.
Railroad building in Arizona Is Just
getting fairly started, and what may
happen in that time in a very few
years can barjly be predicted. At
the present time the greatest stir
seems to be in Cochise county, which
has enjoyed a greater material development during the last year than
any other county in the territory. It
looks as though there was a contest
cn between rival interests to see who
can build the most railroads in a
given length of time.
J
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Poison oaft
Poison ivy

TWENTY-SECON-

fifty-fiv-

e

pound steel. This will
include the main tracks from San
Francisco to Albuquerqde and from
Los Angeles to Barstow.
eighty-fiv-

e

"I had diabetes In Its worst form,"
writes Marion Lee, of Dunreath, Ind.
"I tried eight physicians without relief. Only three bottles of Foley's Kidney Cure made me a well man."

Freight business on the Santa Fe

Pacific Is picking up. A large number
of extra men have been put on the
board the last few days.
A World Wide Reputation.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
Diarrhoea Remedy has a world
reputation for Its cures.. It never
and is pleasant and safe to take.
Bale by all druggists.

and
wide
fails
For

o

Courtney, night ticket
agent at the local depot, is working a
double shift these days, while G. B.
Dolan is laying off oh account of sickness.
J. Arthur

Quick Relief for Asthma Sufferers.
Foley's Honey and Tar affords immediate relief to asthma sufferers In
the worst stages and if taken in time
Alvarado Pharwill effect a cure.
macy.
o
Big Money for a Name.
,

During the coming week newspapers
in all parts of the United States will
contain notices of a cash prize of f 100
in gold that Is offered by the Rock Island railroad for a suitable name for
limited
the new Chicago-Californi- a
dally train that Is to be inaugurated
November 1.
This week from the office of E. W.
Thompson, assistant general passenger agent, In charge of the lines of the
Rock Island west of the Missouri river,
the following notice Is being sent for
publication in the western papers:
"A name Is wanted for the new daily
limited train to California to be placed
in service November 1, 19&2, by the
Rock Island system and Southern Pacific company, via the El Paso Short
line. The competition is open to the
public, and conditions involve no fees
cf any kind. For circular and Instructions address at once John Sebastian,
passenger traffic manager Rock Island
'"'
system, Chicago."

are among the best known
of the nmuy dangerous
wild plants aad shrubs.
To touch or handle them
quickly produces swelling
ond in flumtnation with intense itching and burning
of the skin. The eruption
soon disappears, the sufferer Lopes forever : but
almost as soon as the little blister, and
pustules appeared the prison had reached
the blood, and will break out at regular
intervals and each time in a more aggravated form. This poison will loiter in the
and Slchomovl. In 1901 It was wit system for years, and every
atom of it
must be forced out of the blood before you
nessed by more than 300 tourists.
This weird ceremony Is a prayer for can expect a perfect, permanent cure.
rain. It continues for nine days. The
Natare's AatMete
public performance (In which live ratton
tlesnakes are handled) occurs on the
Polsois,
Nairn's
ninth or last day, which is the time Is
the only cure for Poison Oak, Poison
when the general public are Invited to Ivy, and ail noxious plants. It Is
d
exclusively of rout sand herbs. Now
be present, although
no objection is
i
to
get
poison
the
the
time
out of your
made to an ealier visit.
as delay makes your condition
The province of Tusayan, or Mokl system,
worse.
experiment
Don't
with
comprises 4,000 square alve, washes and soap theylonger
reservation,
never cure.
miles and Is inhabited by 2,000 InMr. S. M. Marshall, bookkrrptr of the Atlanta
dians, who are grouped in seven vil- ((! ) Gss Lip lit Co., wai polvjntj witti Poison)
He look 6ulphur. Arsenic su.l various
lages on three high mesas near the Oik.
pthrr drug, and spplif J etfrnlljr numerous
southern border. Oralbi on the west lotions and salvr with no benefit. At limts the
writing and inflammation was so severe he was
mesa, where the most interesting fes- almost
blind. For eight venrs the poison would
out erery season. His condition was much
tivities are to take place, Is peopled break
Improved after taking on bottle cf g. 8 8 , and
by Indians who are more conservative a few bottle cleared his blood of the poison, and
than those of the other villages, but all evidence of the disease disappeared.
People are often poisoned without
they are wholly friendly to strangers.
when or how. Explain your case
The dance there is said to be better knowing
fully to our physicians, and they will
than the ones to be held at Shipaulovl cheerfully give such information
and adand Sicnomovl, on the second mesa.
vice as you require, without charge, and
It is expected that the nine days' we will send at the same time an interest
dance at Oralbi will be given between Ing book on Blood and Skin Disease.
INI SWIM fPCCIflO CO.. ATLANTA. SA.
August 11 and 20; the public snake
ceremony will probably occur on August 20. If this date is changed prin- days; $5 extra for one day stopover to
cipal Santa Fe agents will be promptly witness Navajo games.
advised.
Prof. George Wharton James, the
The flute ceremony at Mlshongnovl well known lecturer and author, whose
and Wolpi on the middle and eastern address is Grand Canyon, Ariz., Is or
mesas, occurs about the same time. ganizing a small party to visit all the
This novel dance Is an elaborate affair, Mokl villages, taking In the snake and
and by many considered as equal to flute dances. The party will travel In
that with the snakes. Both should be wagons, being away from the railway
vlBited, if possible.
about two weeks. It will leave Canyon
The department of the interior re- Diablo about August 12.
Expenses will be about $75 for each
quires that all visitors to the Mokl
reservation shall have a permit Issued Individual. Necessary teams, burros,
by the superintendent and acting pack horses, guides, provisions, etc.,
United States Indian agent, Charles E. will be provided by Mr. James.
The Santa Fe does not guarantee
Burton, who may be addressed care
Mokl Training School, Keam's Canyon, the accommodations furnished off Its
Ariz. The possession of such a permit line, although the Information present-e- u
above Is believed lo fairly represent
hlps to insure courteous treatment by
what may be expected.
Indians and employes.
shoes; smoked
Wear thick-soleline
The Santa Fe
will afford
miles south of the spectacles or
runs seventy-fivMokl villages. The nearest stations protection from the sun; hats should
are Canyon Diablo and Winslow. The be of straw and have a broad brim;
only means of transportation from the outing suits of light colors are preferaclothing, which
railway to Mokiland is by team. The ble; avoid
trip ordinarily requires two days each catches all the dust; carry along a
way. The roads and trails lie across waterproof wrap of emergencies; the
the almost level Painted Desert, which, underclothing should be of moderate
..
except in the Little Colorado valley weight.
A few simple
medicines will be
and around a few springs or wells, has
scant vegetation. The soil Is sandy or handy in case of sickness. Indian chilrocky, and in August the weather Is dren love candy; provide yourself with
warm. The altitude (averaging 6,000 a supply. Bring your camera, but pro
feet) insures cool nights, and the day- tect its contents from the intense light
time heat Is never oppressive owing of the Arizona sunshine.
Outfitting can be done at Winslow
to small percentage of humidity. En
route one passes by many Navajo and Canyon Diablo. At trading posts
hogans, and to the west are the snow- en route Indian curios and small sup
capped San Francisco peaks. The trip plies may be bought.
can be accomplished without hardship,
A Worm Killer.
if one Is used to a little "rougEing It,"
J. A. J. Montgomery, Puxlco, Wayne
and is in many ways fascinating.
Co., Mo., writes: "I have little twin
For the snake dance testivlties trans- girls, who have been bothered with
provided
at
portation overland will be
worms all their lives. I tried every
thing to relieve them which failed un
Canyon Diablo and Winslow.
Bear In mind that tuere are no per- til I used White's Cream Vermifuge;
manent accommodations for visitors the first two doses brought four
from one of them, the next two
at the Mokl villages, except a few worms
doscB, twelve, one
them measuring
rooms or houses than can be rented twelve Inches; theof other
child was
from the Mokls at reasonable rates. only relieved of four worms. It Is a
In.
brought
Most
Provisions must be
most excellent medicine." White's
tourists provide themselves with a Cream Vermifuge Is good for children.
complete camping outfit, bedding, food, It not only destroys worms, It helps
etc. Fortunately, Arizona tent life is the child to perfect growth, wards off
Blckness. 25c. at Cosmopolitan Phar
"quite the thing" in summer.
'
macy B. Ruppe.
The distance from Winslow to Oraibl
is nearly eighty miles. The round trip
HYDE EXPLORING EXPEDITION.
Journey is accomplished in four days,
To all those with whom the Hyde
dance.
at
the
Exploring Expedition has had commer
to wbichadd the time
reports
cial correspondence, and to all whom
The railway agent at Winslow
that there will be ample facilities for it may concern:
Take notice that the business (in
tourists from that point. Advance ar- cluding
any and all partnership) hererangements Bhould be made with R. C. tofore conducted
under the name "The
Creswell, Winslow, Ariz., who an- Hyde Exploring Expedition," In New
nounces a round trip rate of $35 per Mexico and elsewhere, has been disThis includes everything solved, the said business and all Hs
capita.
needed, such as covered rigs with com- assets being now the sole property of
petent drivers, tents, bedding and food. the undersigned, Benjamin T. B. Hyde,
all business connection, whether
No extra charge if passengers wifitj to and
by way
partnership, agency, or othstay at Oraibl two days instead of one. erwise, of
between the undersigned, or
to
Canyon
Diablo
The distance from
any two or more of them, has been
miles. The round ended by mutual consent.
Oraibl la seventy-twtrip is easily made in four days. Mr. By special agreement, Richard Weth-eril- l
has specific authority, as agent,
Volz, the Indian trader, advises that
s
certain specified
he has already contracted for about as to collect
now on the Putnam books, as
many tourists as can be conveniently may appear
iry writing in his posses
taken care of, namely, forty. It is pos- sion signed by the undersigned, Benja
at
vacancies
few
a
may
be
sible there
min I. U. Hyde.
beBenjamin T. B. Hyde and Frederick
the last moment. The chances of earby
E. Hyde, Jr., will organize a corporaing looked may be ascertained
with F. W. Volz, tion under the name "The Hyde Exly correspondence
Mr. Volz is plan- ploring Expedition," of which more deAriz.
Diablo,
Canyon
tailed notice will be given hereafter.
ning to give a big feast lor tne NavaJos
FREDERICK E. HYDE, JR..
MokiBENJAMIN T. B. HYDE,
at the Fields," returning from
RICHARD WETHERILL.
land, with dances, games, etc. His
five
July 12th, 1902.
charge la $35 for round trip of

FROM AMARILLO.

Rock Island Officials Drove
Over the Proposed Route.
A party of officials o'f the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific system drove
over the proposed route of the Rock
from Amarlllo, Texas,
to Tucumcarl, N. M., the latter part
of last week, arriving at the latter
place Sunday.
They stated to a Santa Rsoa Star
man, who met them at Tucumcarl,
that the surveyors who are laying
out the route where then about
forty miles from Amarlllo and were
making the preliminary and final survey as they went.
They also Btated that the survey
would be completed In about four
weeks after which the grading would
begin at once. The grade between
s
the two points will be a
feet to the
grade of about thirty-onmile.
Mr. Presto, the chief engineer, says
that this line will be one of the best
road beds in the west. The citizens
of Tucumcarl are very much elated
over the prospect, and judging from
the expressions of the Star, Santa
Rosa is looking on with jealous eyes.

Party of

Island-Chocta-

e

To My Friends.
It Is with Joy I tell you what Kodol did
for me. I was troubled with my stomach for several months. Upon being
advised to use Kodol I did bo, and
words cannot tell the good that It aid
for me. A neighbor had dyspepsia so
that he had tried most everything. I
told him to use Kodol. Words of gratitude have come to me from him because I recommended it. Geo. W. Fry,
Viola, Iowa. Health and strength of
mind and body, depend on the stomach, and normal activity of the digestive organs. Kodol, the great reconstructive tonic, cures all stomach and
bowel troubles, Indigestion, dyspepsia.
Kodol digests any good food you eat.
Take a dose after meals. B. H. Brlggs
Sc. Co. and
J. H. O Rlelly & Co.
Trunks, valises, hand bags, suit
cases, telescopes, largest variety in
city to select from. Golden Rule Dry
Goods Company.
STOVE REPAIRS.
Co.,
Borradalle
117 Gold Ave.

Mew Mexico Territorial

-

Fair

ALBUQUERQUE,

'

OCT. 14, IB, 16, 17, 18,
COMING OF

com-pose-

Base

Cowboy

MONTEZUMA

Ball
Open to the
World

(Spectacular Effect)

Tournament

Indian Dances on Street

Horse

Grand Military Display

Racing

-

Mineral, Cereal and
Educational Exhibits
President Roosevelt Has Signified
His Intention to be Present

d

trans-continent-

J. H. O'RIELLY, P. F.

eye-glass-

e

dark-colore-

PRESIDENT

MeCanna,

SECRETARY

d

.

SURVEYING

'
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Santa Fe Announces Dance.
It has been given out from the office
cf General Manager Wells that on account of the unusually heavy earnings
FEW INTERESTING FACTS.
cf the Santa Fe company during the
past year President Ripley's plans for
Improving different parts of the sysThe dramatic pagan ceremony ot the.
tem had met the approval of the directors. These plans Include the re- Pueblo Indians of Tusayan, Ariz., pop
building of 176 miles of track In Cali- ularly known as the Mokl Snake
fornia, Arizona and New Mexico. The Dance, will occur
in August this year
Santa Fe coast lines will be torn up
pound rails replaced at the pueblos of Oralbi, Shipaulovl
and the
by

ANNUAL

D

';

.

--

Annual meeting. Grand Lodge, Ben Alamogordo V Sacramento Mountain
evolent and Protectee Order of Elka,
Railway.
1902.
Salt Lake, Utah, August
Effective June 2nd first class passenRate of $33.10 for round trip. Tickets ger
will leave Alamogordo at 8
on sale August 7 8; final return limit a. m.,train
arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:60
Sept. M, 1902. F. L. Myers, agent.
a. m. dally. Return train leaves Cloudcroft at 6:30 p. m., arriving at Alamogordo at 8 p. m.
Passengers for these trains can take
breakfast at Alamogordo and 6 o'clock
dinner at Cloudccoft.
A. N. BROWN.
O. P. A., E. P.-I. Route.
12-1-

Good enough,

for anybody!
yiL Havana Filler

n

r

f

o

We are sole agent for Wheeler ft
Wilson sewing machines, the best ou
tne market. Albert Faber, 306 Railroad
avenue.
o
nave you seen that blue enameled
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hardware company's store. It Is the most
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
seen la Albuquerque.

ueming! Have yon been there? If
not, you should ret there for
the biz
sale of lota on the 17th ot thia month,
o
,
Plumbing.
We have aaaea a plumbing depart
ment and tin shop to our business.
When you have anything In this line
to be done see ns about it before placing your order. Albuquerque Hardware company.
Remember tne Store.
The store with the white front The
Lion Store offers you such goods at
such prices which will not be met
la
any direction.

'

o

-

H. Q. MAURINO.

The Thermometer
is Seldom Higher Than

fc A

o

book-account-

The Mexican Central
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is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to ail o
points in Mexico.
Call on or address,
W. D. MURDOCK,
W. S. MEAD.
C. R. HUDSON,
A, G. & P. A., Mexico
C. A., El Paso. .
O. F. & P. A..MexlCO.

shoe:

'spearhead: standard navy:
I

;

8o in Mexico City
This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
experienced.
Auuough not generally known summer is the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nlg- -s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breezes of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under
The White Umbrella."

of same value as tags
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MONUMENT.
All kinds of stone and aaJble work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
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Richmond,
CO.'
Buffalo, N. Y. gg
r.
Y Gentlemen, I have used your food callej
("FORCE," and find It as tfTtuive as it
Ciiiuo Implies,
t
. The nutritious ""properties areTslmp!
'
wonderful.
M Besides being beneficial "to health,' I find
it very palatable,
f
Yours rcicctfully, Mra,
j
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

raft&rsC VT Ay
Our Cut Price Sale
ON OXFORDS AND BROKEN LINES OF HIGH
;

ON., REMEMBER THE SIZES ARE

-

HERE.

YOURS

IF SO WE CERTAINLY WILL SAVE YOU MONEY,

MAY EE.
i;

SHOES IS 8TILL

NOT ALL

WILL YOU COME AND

SEE?

WOMEN'S CANVASS OXFORDS 1.25, CUT TO

95c

WOMEN S KID OXFORDS $2.00, CUT TO

1.60

KID OXFORDS $2.50, CUT TO
KID OXFORDS $3.00, CUT TO

$2.00

WOMEN'S
WOMEN'S

$2.35

WOMEN'S KID 6HOE3 $2.50, CUT TO
WOMEN'S KID SHOES $3.00, CUT TO
MEN'S OXFORDS
MEN'S OXFORDS

$1.95

,..$2.25

$3.00, CUT TO
$4.00, CUT TO

$2.25

....$2.75
$1.25 to 3.25

MEN'S SHOES $1.60 to 4.00, CUV TO

CUP
MOCHA AND
JAVA

A

OF

blended In the right combinations and
of the choicest picking, makes an oro- ma richer than all the perfumes of
Arabia, and a beverage that for flavor,
body and deliclousness Is unexcelled.
Ou.r coffees are unadulderated and of
the choicest quality, and our teas are a
dream of luxury for the palate. Our
groceries are all high grade and low
price.

J

L. BELL & CO.
and

Nob. 118

129 South Second

St

MEN'S OXFORDS
SEVEN SELLERS
LUCKY SEVEN.
Plorsheim Oxford Tie, $3.0lo 14.00.
- Florsheim Southern Tie, $3.00 to
$3.50.

Southern Tie, solid comfort, $2.28 to

$2.50.

Southern Tie, plain toe,

$3.00.

$2.60

to

Prince Alberts, plain toe, $2.50 to

$2. .v.

Dongola Oxfords," $1.75 to $2.00.
Canvas Oxfords, best quality, $1.50.

MUENSTERMAN.

T.
(
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MONEY TO LOAN.
i
comfortable feet would be found. So
On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any many important nerves and muscles
In these tiny members that too
. stored with me;
strictly confidential. start
Highest cash price paid for household much care can not be given' them.
The whole nerve system Is affected by
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
A- - WHITTEN, 114 Gold ayenue.
undue cramping or pressure of the
T.
t.
feet. Bring the little ones to us and
we will see that they are properly
shod. C. May's popular priced shoe
';' store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
p Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Demlng has a magnificent school
'Demlng, the railroad center of New system.
. ,
.
Jexlco.
Demlng, the coming city of New
See the newest 4n ladies' neckwear Mexico.
,
ttt.The EconomistDeming water is chemically pure-eq- ual
, Demlng, the gateway to the beat
to Polan Springs.
axt of Qld Mexico. ..
Demlng water and pure ozone make
Window shades In all colors and strong and healthy people.
rtdtha at Albert Faber's, BOS Railroad
No tuberculosis preservaline or col' Fresh Cut
t
oring in Matthews' Jersey mllk x )
Flowers.
'
Demlng Is a great health resort-h- as
IVES, THE FLORIST.'
no superior In climate for the cure
DemJng! Don't overlook It If you
of pulmonary troubles. ,
em looking for a aale and paying
'
Deming will be the great' smelter
center. Two large plants will be InMexican drawn Vori' In endless
.'
at Albert Faber's, 805 Railroad stalled within the year.
avenue.
Look Into Klelnwort's ' market on
In Denting another good Lotel la North Third street. He has the nicest
needed to accommodate the enormous fresh meats in the city.
Increase of population - ,
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
In jrfexican drawn work we are Wilson sewing machines. Albert
bowing a big assortment. Albert
305 Railroad avenue. '
Faber, 805 Railroad avenue.
Why buy high priced lots when you
vhe Percales we sen at 5 cents per can get them cheap in Demlng now,
yard are very scarce. Leon B. Stern. with certain advance assured?
In Demlng yon can buy Iota for $100
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unrhlch will pay you 100 per cent La less surpassed for fertility, production of
J
thai! twelve month
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
It more parents would insist upon
We carry the largest variety of lintbelr little ones being properly shod oleums and oil cloths la this city.
tow many more perfectly formed and Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
(
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All Havana Filler

'

Latest Patterns. Fit and
workmanship guaranteed

$50

E L. WASHBURN.

"

..,1,1;

Our entire stock of Wash Goods worth from 50c te
your choice now
,
BARGAIN

1

a yard,
29c yard

NO. 2.

Our entire stock of Wash Goods worth from 2Sc to 60c a yard,
your choice now
19c yard
BARGAIN

NO. 3.

patterns of our famous
Goods, your choice now

200 different
.

BARGAIN

Primrose

Batiste

Wash
11c yard

NO. 4.

A big lot of Cotton Challies,

your choice now

BIG BARGAINS

314c

yarj

IN TABLE LINEN, TOWELS, SPREADS, SHEETS
AND PILLOW CASES.

Pursuant to advanced notice, Fred

McKeehan, chief deputy United
States marshal, returned home last
Saturday night after enjoying several
weeks among his Hoosler relatives
end friends. He reports having had a
fine time, and says Hooslerdom looks
prosperous.

B.

E. J. POST fk CO

ere
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star: 'horse. shoe:

'spearhead: 'standard navy:
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'old peach & honey"

Mothers lose their dread for that
terrible second summer" when they
have Dr. Fowler's 'Extract of Wild
Nature's
Strawberry in the house.

iJ

complaints

of

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTO 8H, Proprietors.

HARDWARE.

u

If you purchase a Chickering piano
Music company you
need not hesitate to tell your friends
Hon. Solomon Luna and Harry F you have a genuine Chickering. EsLee were passengers Sunday night for tablished In Boston, Mass., In 1823.
Roswell,-wher- e
they will receive from
r
company 25,000 head
the
of sheep recently purchased by Mr,
Luna. During their absence from the
city Mrs. Lee will have as her guest
ONLY FIRST CLASS HOUSE
Mrs. Luna, who came in yesterday
AT
fiom Los Lunai.
specific for summer
every sort.

of the Whitson

Buckeye
Mowers

Jaffa-Prage-

BLOCK'S HOTEL

Banner and Steel Hay Rakes
Eclipse Hay Presses

,

50c

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS

food chopper made.
WHITNEY COMPANY,

The best

' NOW OPEN FOrt GUESTS,,
Stage Leaves from Trimble's Stable,
Mutual Protection Society Picnic.
Will be held! on Sunday, August 17, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
1902, at the grove east of the Barelas 5 a. m.
.
bridge. A great time guaranteed to
J. b: BLOCK.
Proprietor.
visitors. Arrangements for entertain
ment and transportation perfect.
Progfarn of bports.
At 7 a. m. Concert by the First regi
ment band at the par.. In the old town,
being the place of departure for the
grounds.
8 a. m. Concert in the new town at
OF
different points of vantage on the
street corners:
10 a. m. The crowds will proceed to
the decorated grounds where the band
will discourse music during the morning.
2 p. m. The grand dance will com- ACADEMIC, COLLEGIATE, NORMAL
AND COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENTS
mence on the open air platform.
3 p. m. Chicken fights, for a suit
The School of Music offers full courses
able premium..
in Vocal and Instrumental Music.
3:30 sack races for boys, $2 premium.
Board and rooms at the University
4 p. m. Greased pole for boys, $2 Dormitory, at reasonable rates.
first premium, $1 second.
4:30 p. m. Foot race for men, $2
Fall ierm onens Thursday. Sent. 18.
1902, at 10:30 a. m.
premium.
5 p. m. Slack wire performance by
For further information, address,
Prof. Gonzales, City of Mexico.
W. G. TIGHT, President,
7 p. m. Concert by the First RegiAlbuquerque, New Mexico.
ment band In the city.
8 p. m. Fireworks display and
New 'Phone
Old 'Phone
ascension by Prof. . m. Brown.
.
152
59.
From p. m. on, concert by band and
dance all night.
'
J. W. Edwards
Jesus Romero, Tomas Werner, C. D.
Murphy, David Perea, Amorosla Samo-ra- ,
Vivian Perea, Joe Badaracco, com- Progressive Mortician and Em
mittee; Nestor Montoya, secretary.
balmer.

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

oooocooobooxxxxxxx

THE

ODDS AND ENDS

UNIVERSITY

We arc

still disposing of left over summer goods of all kinds and can show a

NEW JWEXIC0

good assortment in all around summer
wearables for men and boys
Straw Hats at
.'

Forest Reserve
Script
NY
SURVEYED PUBLIC

LOCATABLE

ON

31,

1902

7 a. m., and
at 7 p. m.

Leave Santa Fe returning

Elks' Baseball Game and Other Amusements atSanta Fe
the sale

of tickets in charge.

To secure this low rate of $2.50 for the round trip 400 tickets must be
sold by the 15th of August.
Tickets can be procured of the following committees:
Frank McKee, Tkomas Hughes, Henry Brockmeler, R.
an and Frank McKee.
First Ward C. C. Hall, Don J Rankin, B. Ruppe.

W. D. Bry-

Second Ward J. S. Beaven Fred Fisher, Jamos Carroll.
Third Ward Roy McDonald, F. A. Hubbell, J. A. Hubbs.
Fourth Ward D. J. Abel, J. H. O'Rielly, Frank McKee.
FRANK McKEE,
Chairman Executive Committee.

--

-

- 50c

at

- - - -

$4.50

860.)

-

$7.50.

(FORMERLY $10 TO $12.50.)
,

Summer Trousers at -

$1,90 and $2.00

-

(WORTH $3 AND $4.

Tan Shoes at - - -

-

- - $l;90 ohd $2.90

(FORMERLY $2.50 TO $5.)
,

-

Negligee Shirts

"

..'V."'.J'

-

--

'7 - 95c

(WORTH $1.25 AND $1.50.)

.

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts

-

--

Light Suits at - - -

N. Second

Dealers In

-

--

(THEY WERE $6.50 TO

I Also Sell Monuments

E. G. Garcia & Co

-

--

Flannel Coats and Pants

Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.
Office and parlor

-

-

(FORMER PRICE 75 CENTS TO $1.)

ba-loo- n

The train will be decorated andtwo fine bands of music will be aboard

A committee has

NO. 1.

-

SPECIAL TRAIN AUGUST

Train will leave Albuquerque at

GOODS

BARGAIN

Ordinary household accidents h5ve
no terrors when there's a bottle of Dr,
Thomas' Eclectric Oil in the medicine
chest. Heals burns, cuts, bruises,
sprains. Instant relief.

LAND
IN 60UTHERN CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA OR NEW MEXICO, IN ANY
Albuquerque, has been seriously ill in SIZED 1 RACTS FROM 40 ACRES UPPAPERS READY FOR IMWashington, D. C, where she went to WARDS.
LOCATION,
MEDIATE
8ENT TO
ray her husband a couple months' ANY
C. O. D.
PRICE REvisit. Mrs. Greene Is now convalescent DUCED.BANKF. A.
HYDE, 415 MONTind will, when sufficiently recuperat GOMERY STREET, SAN FRANCISed, leave Washington for the White CO, CAL.

BY

WASH

W. V. Wolvln, D. D. S., Dental Surgeon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
block. Both 'phones.
David Rosenwald left this morning
for the northern towns in the interest
of the cigar manufacturing firm of
Flesher & Rosenwald. David will be
out several weeks, and besides the
northern towns he will visit Trinidad,
Colorado, and the towns in the Pecos
valley.

ROUND TRIP TICKET ONLY $2.50

Our Fall and Winter
Samples for Custom Suits
are now in and comprise
Chicago and New York's

SUITS $15 to

a a

m

IN

BIG BARGAINS

Louis Ilfeld went up to Santa Fe
Saturday night, where he enjoyed yesterday with his family. They are now
In Las Vegasf and before returning to
this city will enjoy a few days' camp
life at Trout springs.

Under auspices of Albuquerque Lodge of Elks.

ORDER

cgocgggftggffgaaggggggcireffraysysraygg

oft.

Popular Excurs on to Santa Fe

TO

Rule Dry Goods Go.:

Golden

for anybody!

Underwear at

-

Goat skins

-

-

.

90c a Suit

"

($1 AND $1.50 VALUES.)

WRITE FOR PRICES

IT1

SUITS

190!

cnouglr

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

S

I

rains. Passengers report that
rain began falling at Needles, CaJ.,
yesterday morning and continued to
fall along the entire route.
Mrs. John Greene, Jr., with her little
son, who spent the past winter in
ed by

GoGil

1

o

f

fo

E. R. Hotelling and daughter are at
Ellis' ranch.
W. F. Barrett, representing D. B.
Fish & Co., Chicago, Is in the city today.
Ilfeld
Edward Spits, representing
Bros., wool raisers and buyers, is In
El Paso on business.
F. H. Mitchell was at Santa Fe and
Cerrlllos on business. He returned to
the city Saturday night.
Dr. E. J. Alger, the dentist, has gone
to southern California, where he will
recreate for a few weks.
Fred Huning was here yesterday
from his valley ranch near Los Lunas.
He returned home last night.
Mrs. O. W. Harrison and children,
who spent a couple of days at Bernalillo, have returned to the city.
Dr. John Tascher and son, Ralph, returned Saturday night from a month's
lslt to Chicago relatives and friends.
N. S. Rose, editor of the Cerrlllos
Register, was here yesterday on business. ' He is also an attorney of that
place.
Capt. W. H. Gtllenwater, representing the Montezuma Loan, Savings and
Building association, was a south
bound passenger last night.
Leon Hertzog, captain of the Albu
nuerque bowling team, will leave for
Los Angeles in a few days to secure
pointers from some of the bowlers of
that city.
Dan Scruggs returned from Santa
Fe last night, where he had gone to
enjoy the Sabbath at the capital, and
to accompany home his wife and little
daughter.
Joshua S. Raynolds, president of
the First National bank, and wife, who
have been visiting on the coast for the
past few weeks, arrived from the west
mis morning.
The Choral Union meets every Tues- day evening at 8 o'clock sharp in Mu
sic hall, Library building. A cordial
invitations is extended to all lovers of
music to attend.
wallie E. Locke, who was in the
taloon business on Railroad avenue
this city, several years ago, was married to Mrs. Mary V. McKinney, of So
corro last week.
B. F. Fillmore, who wa3 at Faywood
hot springs for the rheumatism, has
returned to the city and reports him-- ,
self feeling well, with the kinks boiled out of his limbs.
Mrs. E. W. Bowen, who has been
spending a month In the city visiting
with her husband, who is here for his
health, left this morning for her home
at Memphis, Tennessee.
Clarence French, well known here.
spent the Sabbath in the territorial
metropolis. He is now a popular employe of John Becker's big store, and
returned south last night.
Gus Leesom, of San Marclal, who
has spent several weeks on the upper
Pecos, went home Saturday night. He
s the boss trout fisher of the territory
and has our thanks for a box of fish.
C. N. Anderson, a prominent citizen
cf Yineland, New Jersey, who has
been spending a month at Tombstone,
Arizona, visiting with friends and seek
ing lost health, is in the city for a few
days.
Chas. R. Stone, commercial traveler
for the National Biscuit company, of
Pueblo, Colo., spent Sunday In the city
and went north this morning. Mr.
Stone knows a good town to spend
Sunday in.
AlibS Estella Smith, of Trinidad, Col
orado, who, with her cousin, Miss An
ita Becker, of Belen, has been visiting
friends In the city since Saturday,
left for home this morning. Miss Becker returned to Belen last night.
The Socorro Chieftain says: Miss
Daisy Huntsinger, of Albuquerque, arrived in Socorro Wednesday to visit
They
her brother, H. G. Huntsinger.
will make a trip to the salt lake west
of Magdalena next week.
Passenger No. 2 was an hour and
thirty minutes late this morning, caus-

Mountains, New Hampshire, After a
visit of a month or so, she expects to
return to Albuquerque for the coming
winter.
Capt. Wm. Jenks, accompanied by
Attorney Felix Lester, who was down
south on private matters, returned to
the city Saturday night. They visited
Belen and looked over some farming
and fruit lands located in that vicinity.
John Hamilton, a Jerome miner, was
here Saturday, going north that night,
to Colorado Springs, where he hopes
(o obtain employment. He says the
fire In the United Verde mine at Jerome has caused 800 men to take a lay

11

M. T

S. MICHAEL
Dealer

SIMON RTFRN

The R. R. Ave. Clothier.

In

Fine Watches,
Fine, Jewelry.
FINE WATCH REPAIRING.
Repairing done promptly and by
skilled workmen.
325 South Second Street.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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JUST 50

'

Kt?S

now

IKV

The Best Food Chopper Made,
Fully Gurauteed

MV10NEYTO LOAN

OO
On diamonds,

Has steel cutters and it
grinds meats,

watches or any good
security. Great bargains in watches
of every description.
A. H. tuNOW,
209 South Second street, few doors
north of pcitoHee.
GENTLEMENI
Our selection of over two thousand
nrlnar Bflmnlpa. rnmnrisinff all the
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
suitings, fancy vestings,. overcoats
and fulldresb suits, are ready for
your Inspection. Our tailoring and
styles are unexcelled and the prices
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
215 South Second atreet.

vegeta-tables.nutsje-

tc.

capacity

lbs. meat per minute.
Can be taken apart instantly for cleaning.
3-- 4

Company

Whitney
Aut
street

'Phones:
South First

248;

BeH..S.

'

!

..-- .
--

Albuquerque, N.
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